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1995 has been a turning-point in the eaolution of the loint Re-

searcb Centre; three signifcant eaents haae characterized this

jtear the appointment of a new Commision and of a new

Commissioner responsible for Research, the erutr1 of three new

Member States into the European Union and the start-up of a
new 4-Jear progra,mme for the lRC.

Our new Commissioner, Madane Edith Cresson, bas ex-

pressed her will to reorient the /oint Re.rearch Centre towards

objectiaes which were closer" to the current preoccupations of the

European (Jnion, i.e. the contribution of Science and Technology

to industrial competitiaeness while at the same time fuffilling
societal objectiaes such as qualitit of ltft, cznsumer prltectiln,

heahh, etc., and maintainingthe essential role of the IRC as a

supplrt t0 the regulator1 and normatioefunctions of the Euro-

pean Commission.

Itr/irhin rhe frnmework of rhe recbnical objecriaes defned b1

the Council decisiorus on /RC prlgru.mmes for the rygS-ryg|

period,the necessarStinf.exion of scientifc arcd technical themes

has been initiated and a new ffirtfor the marketingand com-

mercialisation of fRC research results has been launched.

Thanks to the earlier actiae participtttion of Austrian,

Finnish and Swedish representatiaes in the JRC Board of
Goaernors witbin the scope of the European Economic Area,

our three new Member States entered fr"om the ltegirtnitag 0f
rggs ircro the rhick of rhe fRC acriairies and haae been fulll
associated in its deaelopment.

The jtear rggS has been marhed also bjt the increased parti-
cipation of the /RC iru a broad spectrum of compeririue actir-
ities, as agreed bj the Council, the Parliament and the Commis-

sion in 1994. For the frst time, the /RC has participated ort a

clmpetitiae basis in shared clst actizns together with partners

in Member States; scientifc and technical support to other ser-

aices of the Commission, won 0n a. cl?npetitiae basis, has consti-

tuted also a ruew challeruge, alongside worh for external third
parties which has grown in importance since ry9g. The results

obtained in the czmpetitiae arena. during tbis frst yar &re en-

couragingin terms of market shares.

In order to guide the tRC in its further dnelopment, the

management bas dneloped, together with the Board of Goa-

errnlrs, a strategic plan-JRC 2000+-which has been ap-

proaed fu the Board at its December ry95 meeting. TRC 2000+

constitutes the basisfor steeringthe JRC towards the challenges

of the nezu Millennium.
Increased anenilon has been giaen t0 the waits and means bjt

wbich the /RC communicates its aaailabilitjt, ffirings and res-

uhs to a larger public and to potentialfu interested qaarters.

This ffirt sbould be sustained in theitears t0 czm(. As a parr of
this ffirt, a. new presentation of the Annual Report has lteen

implemented, Ieaaingnotabl1 the detailed description of scient-

ifc actiaities to the separate Institute annual repzrti and con-

centratingon the more gerueral aspects of /RC actiaities.

It is sincerelit hoped thar this new prenrutatiott will fulf I rhe

expectations of our readers.

J.-P. CoxrzBN
Director-General
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THE FIRST YEAR UNDER
MODIF'IED ROLE

r99J was a significant year for theJRC. This was the year
where the modified role of theJRC, as agreed with the
Council, the Parliament and the Commission in ry94,
took effect.

This modified role for the JRC called for a wider
spectrum of competitive activities than was the case in
the past, and from r99J onwards the JRC could parti-
cipate in Community programmes on an equal basis

with its national partners from research and industry.
As witnessed by the present report, theJRC responded
in a dynamic way to this new challenge and in the case of
the shared cost action programmes, obtained in the
competition promising results together with its parr-
ners throughout the Member States of the European
Union and other countries associated with the pro-
grammes. Good results were also obtained for the other
modes of competitive activities. It is noteworthy that, in
spite of the new modes introduced inry95,theJRC kept
up the pace with work for third parties in comparison
with previous years. In this new situation, preliminary
targets were set for participation in competitive activi-
ties in 1995 and the Board notes with satisfaction that
overall, these targets were exceeded.

Competitive activities is only one facet of the JRC
work, another being its institutional research and sci-
entific and technical support to the Union's sectorial
policies, notably environment, energy, agriculture and
industry. The Board appreciates the continuing con-
cern of the JRC to respond positively to the re-
quirements of customers. For the research activities
there is a welcome drive towards producing useful
results for the benefit of industry and society. The
report highlights examples of this and the Board will
continue to urge the Centre to pursue the necessary
trend towards a further ourpur-oriented JRC with an

increased scope for the commercialisation of its re-
search results. Based on frequent evaluations of the

JRC, the Board feels satisfied with the generally high
quality of theJRC work and its increasing relevance to
the needs of the European Union's policies.

The Board already noted last year its expectations
for the developments for the JRC from r99y onwards.

4

Amongst the measures the Board has

taken to strengthen its follow-up on the

JRC activities is a restrucnrring of its
Sub-Committees, allowing to follow in
more detail the JRC institutes. Con-
tinuing efforts are being made to intro-
duce performance parameters and quality
assessment.

EVALUATIONS OF THEJRC

In its guidance of the JRC throughout the year the
Board has drawn on the recommendations from the
evaluations of the JRC and its Institutes by external,
independent, experts available at the end of the previ-
ous r992-rgg4 programme period. The Board has re-
viewed the full set of recommendations from this exer-
cise and recognises the JRC's management efforts in
working to implement them, while noting that some

useful recommendations particularly related to admin-
istrative and staff policy matters have not yet been .
implemented for reasons beyond the control of the

JRC.

RULES GOVERNING THE JRC
STAFF ISSUES

The Board continues to press for theJRC to be allowed
to operate fully in a way that enables it to achieve the
change in working methods envisaged by the Council
Conclusions of April 1994. This may call for a further
evolution of the rules and regulations governing its
activities, possibly involving an evolution of its starus
within the Commission. This should also lead to an

increased flexibility in budgetary and financial marrers
combined with the noted progress on the financial
management systems. The Board has presented its
points of view on these important matters to the Com-
missioner for Research, Mrs. Edith Cresson. Towards
the end of the year it was informed of the imminent
plans for giving theJRC a larger auronomy within the
Commission and other organisational changes planned.
Thus as a first step, theJRC will be given srarus as a sep-
arate Directorate General from early 1996 (Decided on
r6January, ry96).
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The Board has also discussed staff policy
issues with the Commissioner and expects to

follow the implications for theJRC under the
new policy of the Commission on staffunder the

research budget of the Union. Like the staff of
many other European research institutes, the JRC

has an age distribution which will result in many va-

cancies in the coming few years. Five senior posts as

Instirute Director became vacant in ry95 and four of
these were filled, following appointments by the Com-
mission upon advice from the Board, while a fifth post is

still to be filled. The Board welcomes the four new Dir-
ectors who joined theJRC in mid-r995.

DISSEMINATION OF'

INFORMATION ON THE JRC

The modified role of theJRC requires a more intense
dissemination of information on JRC activities to all
interested parties at a national level. As a contribution to
this, in 1995 Members of the Board, together with the

JRC, arranged for a continuation of the series of JRC
Information Days and presentations of JRC activities
throughout the Member States with the aim of foster-
ing further collaboration between national research lab-
oratories, universities, industry and theJRC To attain

proper coordination between the JRC research activ-
ities and other related research activities under the

Community Frameu'ork ProgrammesT Members of the

Board have participated with JRC representatives in
meetings of the Community Programme Committees.
These exchanges of views as prescribed in the Council
decisions on theJRC programmes should be intensified

and encompass all relevant programme activities inry96.

STRATEGY

The fulfilment of theJRC's mission of performing cus-

tomer-driven research of the highest quality and integ-
rity in support of Community policies, calls for a clear
long-term strategy for the JRC and its Institutes. The
Board agreed in late r99t on an updatedJRC strategy

and has conducted discussions on the underlying In-
stitute strategies as a guide for the Centre in its current
and furure activities. One of the measures envisaged in

the 1995 strategy document is a more extensive use of
performance indicators to assist the development of
theJRC.

INSTITUTE F'OR PRO SPECTIVE

TECHNOLOGICAL STUDIES (TPTS)

In its observations on the 1994 Annual Report, the
Board mentioned the new location of this instirute in
Seville and the work planned. It is pleased to record the
new work programme for IPTS, defined in 1995 and

endorsed by the Commission. Moreover, the Board

appreciates the inauguration of the important Techno-
logical Watch function by the Commissioner, Mrs.
Edith Cresson, in the presence of the Chairman of the
Board, who emphasised the collaboration IPTS has es-

tablished throughout the Member States and with the

European Parliament.

HIGH F'LUX REACTOR

r99t was the last year of the supplementary EUR-
ATOM programme for the High Flux Reactor (HFR)
at Petten (NL). Throughout the year discussions have

taken place at all levels on the firture of the High Flux
Reactor (HFR) and its proposed new multi-annual pro-
gramme to begin in tgg6. This has involved a complete

overhaul of the management of the facility and an

intensive drive towards a more direct commercial use of
a considerable part of its capacity with the ensuing
improvement in elficiency and economy.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The Board welcomes the several contacts it has had

during the year with the Commissioner for Research,

Mrs. Edith Cresson and looks forward to further discus-

sions on the development of JRC strategy.

At the same time the Board expresses its apprecia-

tion for the hard work of the Director General, his

Directors and the entire JRC staff in addressing the

challenges facing them.
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The Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements

The Institute for Transuranium Elem.rrtr'
The Institute for Advanced Materials
The Institute for Systems Engineering and Informatics

The Environment Institute
The Institute for Remote Sensing Applications
The Institute for Safety Technology
The Institute for Prospective Technological Studies
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The Joint Research Centre is the corporate research

laboratory of the European Union. It is established by

the European Commission with headquarters in Brus-

sels. Five separate sites, located in Belgium, Germany,

IR\,,IM

I1'U

IAN,I

ISEI

EI

IRSA

IST

IPTS

The mission of the JRC is to prornote and carry out

customer-driven research of the highest quality and

integrity in support of Community policies.

TheJoint Research Centre, being an integral part of
the Community research and technological develop-

ment system, contributes to Community research poli-

cy, particularly in those sectors in which it has special, if
not unique, skills and in areas where its neutrality is

essential for scientilic and technical support for Com-

munity policies. These institutional activities are per-

formed in executing the JRC specific programmes

decided by the Council and funded by the European

Union budget. Furthermore the JRC is increasingly

engaged in competitive activities participating, on a

competitive basis, with industry, research organisations

and universities within the Member States or associat-

ed countries, in Community programmes, including

shared cost actions under the Framework Programmes,

and offering its services against payment to various cus-

tomers.

The Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements

The Institute for Transuranium Elements

The Institute for Advanced Materials

The Institute for Systems Engineering and Informatics

The Environment Institute

The Institute for Remote Sensing Applications

The Institute for Safety Technology

The Instirute for Prospective Technological Srudies

Italy, the Netherlands and Spain, house eight different

institutes, each with its own focus of expertise.

These institutes are:

Geel (B)

Karlsrube (D)

Penen (I{L) and Ispra (I)

Ispra (I)

Ispra (I)

Ispra (I)

Ispra (I)

Seville (E)

The statutory stalf, comprising officials and tempo-

rary agents of theJRC, was 1786 at the end of 1995' To

this number one must add 3r9 scientists who were active

in the Centre and were paid by theJRC under various

hosting schemes.

The global credits committed by the JRC in 1995

were slightly lower than z5B MioEcu'
This Annual Report is intended to give a general

overview of JRC activities in 1995.

Readers may find more details in the Annual Reports

of the eight instirutes. TheJRC also publishesnumer-

ous scientific reports, presents Papers to conterences

and in scientific journals (all these reports are referred

to in the Publications Bulletin which is published year-

ly), and organises workshops, seminars and conferences

to disseminate its scientific outPut.
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A SIGNIF'ICANT YEAR

r99t was the first year of a new approach for theJRC.
This had been defined by the Council of the European
Union, the European Parliament and the European
Commission in discussions which led, in ryg4j to deci-
sions on the Framework Programmes for Community
activities in research, technological development and
demonstration and to subsequent decisions on the spe-
cific research programmes to implement the Frame-
work Programmes. These include two JRC specific,
t995-ry98, research programmes, one for the EC (Euro-
pean Community) and the other for the EAEC (Euro-
pean Atomic Energy Community). In conformity with
the Council conclusions of z6 April rgg4 on the role of
theJRC, the Centre in ry95 has engaged in institutional
activities as well as competitive activities, the former
covering instirutional research and instirutional scient-
ific and technical supporr to Community policies. The
competitive activities include participation in shared-
cost actions under the Framework Programmes, com-
petitive support measures for Commission services res-
ponsible for the various Union policies, competitive
activities outside the Community Framework pro-
grammes and contracrual work performed for outside
third parties.

r99t was, moreove! the year in which the newly ap-
pointed Commission launched initiatives for establish-
ing better bonds between industry and research. Within
this frame the Commissioner for research, Mrs. E.
Cresson, strongly emphasised the need for further
commercialisation of JRC research results and for im-
proved communication of JRC activities.

Finally, 1995 also saw the enlargement of the Euro-
pean Union. The three new Member States (Austria,
Finland and Sweden) had already participate d in ry94
inJRC activities under the EEA (European Economic
Area) Agreement. This framework allowed for the con-
tinuation, in tg95, of theJRC collaboration with lce-
land, Liechtenstein and Norway.

INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES

TheJRC institutional activities contributed to the ob-
jectives of the 4th Framework Programme for the EC
and the EAEC F'ramework Programmes via the lines of
Information and Communications Technologies (In-
formation Technologies), Industrial Technologies
(Industrial and Material Technologies, Measuremenrs
and Testing), Environment (Environment and Cli-
mate), Life Sciences and Technologies (Agriculture
and Fisheries, including agro-industry, food technolo-
gies, forestry and rural development), Non-nuclear
Energy, Targeted Socio-Economic Research, Nuclear
Fission Safety and Thermonuclear Fusion.

NEW CHALLENGES:
C OMPtrTITIVE ACTIVITIES

Following extensive preparations begun in 1994, the

JRC responded to rhe challenge ser by the new oppor-
runities opened up in 1995 for competitive activities.
Together with partners from industry, research centres
and universities throughout the Union and associated
countries, more than 3oo proposals were made in
response to the first call for proposals under the new
Framework Programmes, with a success rute of z\o/o.
TheJRC also presented proposals for competitive sup-
port activities and for Community programmes outside
the Framework Programmes, notably PHARE and TA-
CIS, where contracts were won for nuclear safety work
in the Central and Eastern European countries, Russia
and other Newly Independent Srares (NIS).

Taking up rhese new opporrunities required inten-
sive marketing by theJRC. They were made possible by
a series of legal, financial, budgetary and administrative
decisions by the Community instirutions (Council,
Parliament, Commission). These included the neces-
sary amendments to the Financial Regulation for the
European Union budget, decided on in September 1995.

Contracrual work performed for external third parties
was also notable and new contracrs signed during r99y
amounted to well above 18 Mioecu.



VISITS BY THE COMMISSIONER

On zoJuly 1995 Commissioner Mrs. E. Cresson, made

her first visit to theJRC, starting with the Institutes at

Ispra, followed by a visit to ITU in Karlsruhe in Sep-

tember and IPTS in Seville in Decembeq where Mrs.

Cresson inaugurated the new technological watch

function of the Instirute. In her address to the person-

nel during these visits, she encouraged theJRC to con-

tinue its mission for Research and Technological De-

velopment in Europe. She outlined the views of the

Commission on the contributions to be made by the

JRC to the policies of the Union and on to engagement

in competitive activities.
lnryg5 the Commission announced that it had estab-

lished several task forces on industrial research in the

areas of new-seneration aircraft, multimedia educa-

tional software, the car of tomor-
row, vaccines and viral diseases,

the trains and railway systems of
the future, intermodal transport,

maritime systems of the furure
and environmentally friendly wa-

ter technologies. JRC staff have

participated in most of these task

forces and, in parallel, the JRC
management has planned reorien-
tations within the JRC institu-
tional research areas, in order to
match research to the new prior-
ities set by the Commission.

NEW DIRECTORS

During the year, four ner.v Directors of JRC Institutes,

namely ISEI, EI, IRSA and IAM, took up their posts,

after appointment by the Commission acting on the

advice of the Board of Governors.

COMMUNICATION INITIATIVE S

Links between the JRC and industry, research centres

and universities were also reinforced through the or-

ganisation of Information Days in London, Athens,

Copenhagen, Milan and Vienna, on the initiative of
Members of the Board of Governors. The Institutes

were presented, while workshops outlined new per-

spectives for collaboration. Likewise, members of JRC
management and staffhave given a number of seminars

throughout the Member States on JRC activities in

THE JOINT RESEARCH CE,NTRE IN 1995

general and in particular those aimed at stimulating
concrete collaboration with industrl'and research con-

ducted at a national or regional level. JRC availability
in support of Union policies was further publicised by

information activities directed to other Commission

services, including a Newsletter and targeted seminars.

STRATE.GY

The programme period ry95-ry98 will see theJRC, on

the one hand, build on experience acquired from the

previous programme period and, on the otheq meet the

challenges that rapidly and continuously changing

world markets impose on European industry and the

new demands facing the European Union, with an em-

phasis on the commercialisation of research results of

value to industry and society. To this end, each year the

JRC organises a number of conferences, workshops

and seminars at its five sites in Europe. The number of
visitors shows the constant interest of the scientific

community in the contributions to research and devel-

opment made by theJRC.

In order to consolidate the new approach of theJRC

as prescribed by the Council, the Parliament and the

Commission, the Board of Governors and the JRC
management have, during the yeaq discussed strategies

for the eight instirutes and theJRC as a whole, leading

to an emphasis on customer-driven, high quality re-

search of real utility for the European Union, executed

in an efficient vn'ay with a flexible responsiveness to

changing market needs.

JRC activities have the effect of creating links be-

tween teams in Member States situated at different lev-

els of scientific and technological development' They

thus contribute to reinforcing cohesion between labo-

ratories and research institutes in all the Community

regions.



IUSTITUTIoNAL AcTIvITIES : JRC
SpECIFI,c REsEAR,cH Pno cRAMMES

The major task of theJRC inryg5 was ro
contribute to the implementation of the

JRC specific programmes under the Com-
munities' Framework Programmes in their
first year of existence. This contribution was

carried out throush instirutional research
activities and through instirutional scientific
and technical support activities for the services
of the Commission.

INsrrrurroNAL Rnsnancn Acrlvrrlns

In 1995, institutional research activities accounted for
7oh of theJRC's instirutional activities; they are car-
ried out under the following Programme lines:

) The Industrial Technologies and Materials Tecbnologies

programme is carried out by the Instirute for Ad-
vanced Materials (IAM) and encompassed research
projects on advanced materials, on surface engineer-
ing, on new ecofriendly materials and on Non De-
structive Evaluation techniques for the inspection of
industrial structural components.

) The Measurements and Testing programme encom-
passed research projects on reference measurements
and materials, carried out by the Instirute for Ref-
erence Materials and Measuremenrs (IRMM); and
on the assessment of the reliability of strucrures,
carried out by the Institute for Safety Technology
(rsT).

) The Enaironmentand Climateprogramme consisred of
research projects on atmospheric, soil, water and
waste pollution, executed by the Environment In-
stitute (EI); on the gradual setting up of the Centre
for Earth Observation, a decentralised European
data management and information system, and on
applications of remote sensing techniques, carried
out by the Instirute for Remote Sensing Applications
(IRSA); and on industrial hazards carried out by the
Institute for Safety Technology (IST) and by the
Institute for Systems Engineering and Informatics
(rsEr).

} The Non-Nuclear Energy programme consisted of
research projects related to materials for clean tech-

nologies, carried out by the Institute
for Advanced Materials (IAM), and

to standardisation of photovoltaic
devices, carried out by the In-

stirute for Systems Engineering
and Informatics (ISEI).

) The Nuclear Fitsion Snfttl programme en-
compassed a number of research activities ranging
from srudies on reactor safety, carried out by the In-
stirute for Safety Technology (IST), by the Instirute
for Systems Engineering and Informatics (ISEI) and
the Instirute for Advanced Materials (IAM), ro re-
search activities on nuclear safeguards and fissile
materials management, execured by the Instirute for
Safety Technology (IST), the Instirute for Systems
Engineering and Informatics (ISEI), and the Instirute
for Transuranium Elements (ITU). ITU carried out
research on nuclear fuels and actinides.

) The Controlled Thermonuclear Fusionprogramme (Tech-
nology and Safety) is carried out by the Instirute for
Safety Technology (IST), the Instirute for Systems
Engineering and Informatics (ISEI), and the Insti-
tute for Advanced Materials (fAM).

) The Targued Socio-Economic Research programme in-
cludes the Science and Technology Observatory
function and prospective work, the activities of the
Instirute for Prospective Technological Srudies
(IPTS). The essential role of the Instirute is to har-
vest the available contributions from experts, consul-
tants, research organisations and institutes in Mem-
ber States and when possible in third countries, in
order to analyse, process and integrate them impar-
tially and in depth and, more importantly, to distil
clear trends or needs for action in a usable form for
decision makers.

While Part two of this document reporrs on the evolu-
tion in ry95 of these research activities, Instirute by
Institute, some salient results are highlighted here in
order to illustrate how instirutional research enables
theJRC to develop scientific knowledge and to acquire
specific installations in order to make a valuable contri-
bution to the advance of science, to provide scientific
evaluations, to spread know how and expertise in areas
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where new innovative applications could be of interest
to coordinate scientific cooperation throughout Europe
and sometimes, to develop European scientific net-
works centred on its own facilities.

.! Novel activities, making valuable contributions to
science and technology for the benefit of European
industry:

A new composite material, made of a silicon nitride
matrix reinforced with long silicon carbide fibres, has

been elaborated at IAM Petten, using a liquid infiltra-
tion technique followed by sintering. An investigation
of its mechanical properties demonstrated the effect-
iveness of the fibre reinforcement in increasing both

the strength and toughness of the otherwise brittle sili-
con nitride matrix, due largely to the formation of
weak interphase bounding (the SiC fibres are precoated
with a 4oo nm thick layer of pyrolytic carbon). Figure r
illustrates the typical stress-displacement curves for
the composites with and without an interphase; the
composite fabricated with coated fibres exhibits a much

better performance than the one elaborated with un-
coated fibres. This new composite is a first-rate candi-
date for high temperature applications of structural
components in a number of advanced industrial appli-
cations, such as gas rurbines.

A project for the synthesis of carbon nitride, a new

product, has been set up within a network. The multi-
ple aims of the project were: to assess the thermal, opti-
cal, mechanical and tribological properties of the

material and to evaluate its functional characteristics
for industrial use in optical applications, magnetic stor-

age, hard disk techniques and advanced mechanical

components. The network has aroused the interest of
22 research institutes and rr industrial partners from 9

different countries. The experimental contribution of
the IRMM will be the characterisation of the material

by nuclear techniques. The IRMM will perform the

analysis of materials layers for the light elements (H, B,

C, N, O) using charged particle beams of the 7 MV Van

de Graaffaccelerator. Nuclear reaction analysis of car-

bon and nitrogen by (d,p) reactions as well as Ruther-
ford backscattering will be performec.

1. The JRC has exploited spin-offs from its research

activities in areas where a new Community policy
could be emerging:

For example, the European Commission, together

with the Member States, is currently strengthening
its policy on natural risks, in particular on the moni-
toring and prevention of floods. Flooding is a major

threat in many regions of Europe, both north and

Fig. r. Stress-di splacement curues.
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south, and involves river basins that need monitoring
in more than one country. The exchange of preven-
tion and monitoring knowledge among Member
States could thus be beneficial, even for events such

as flash floods which have only local consequences.

IRSA initiated a uniform land cover data base ob-
tained with remote sensing techniques from most of
Europe. Harmonised digital terrain models can be

obtained with a sampling scheme of zoby zo m spa-

tially and 6-7 m in elevation through optical sensors

such as SPOT New techniques using microwave
sensors are being developed in order to reach a high-
er degree of accuracy.

Specific projects carried out for specific users have

also allowed IRSA to develop an expertise in hydro-
logical modelling. A project called WETLANDS
has improved ourunderstanding of the hydrology of
catchments (research conducted in ryg5 on two test
sites, in England and in Greece, both in collaboration
with local organisations), and our ability to assess the
impact of major proposed changes (such as river di-
version or reservoir building) or to develop water
management strategies. Another project, HYDRE,
developed for a consortium of Mediterranean re-
gions, allowed IRSA to srudy the evolution and hy-
dric stress of the vegetation.

Geocoded information on land cover is of prime
importance for upstream runofl as well as for down-
stream vulnerability assessment. In mountaineous
areas, forests can slow runoffby a factor of ro as com-
pared to bare soil. Modelling runoffusing land cover
information is important for advance warning of

floods during risk periods and for assessing mitiga-
tion measures. It can also be important in deciding on
agricultural policies of fallow (set-aside) or afforest-
ation which have indirect consequences on floods.

The Instirute for Remote Sensing Applications
(fRSA) is in the process of setting up a scientific and

technical support capacity for emerging Commun-
ity policies concerning floods, thanks to its in-house
expertise and the benefit of ongoing institutional re-
search.

g Institutional research activities also fostered spin-
ofls to specific applications. Two significant examples

in the field of surface engineering at the Instirute for
Advanced Materials:

In the framework of a Eureka project led by IAM
(IPACERC project), the development of a new pro-
cessing technique for production of multilayer coat-
ings has greatly increased (up to 5oo times) resis-

tance to erosion. These coatings will have applica-
tions in the aeronautics field, particularly in heli-
copter engines.

Surface engineering technology was applied suc-

cessfully in the biomaterials field, with three major
achievements: improvement of the integration of
prostheses in living tissues (hip, teeth) due to bio-
compatible coatings; reduction of wear of hip pros-
theses by surface engineering of mobile parts of
joints; control of the proliferation of bacteria on the
prosthesis by incorporating disinfectant elements on
the surface of the prostheris. These activities are

r4
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Fig. l. European Collaborarion in ryg; around rhe ELSA Faciliry.

conducted in conjunction with several medical in-
stitutes in ltaly, in France and in Germany.

These rwo examples illustrate how instirutional
research can lead to applications usefirl to industry
and society.

* Institutional research enabled the JRC to spread a

web of scientific cooperation all over Europe. In-
deed, through bilateral or multilateral cooperation,
theJRC has set up more than 8oo connections with
various partners, mainly within the European Union
but also in other European countries, the USA and

Japan. This is illustrated rn Figure z.

* Finally, its instirutional research has been one of the
main factors enabling theJRC to develop European
scientific networks centred on its own facilities. A
vivid example can be found in the field of earth-
quake engineering:

In spite of important advances in earthquake engi-
neering and seismic design over the last two decades,
recent seismic events in Europe (e.g. in Greece and
Italy) have shown how vulnerable developed soci-
eties still are to the effects of earthquakes, both in
human and economic terms. Research aimed at de-
creasing this vulnerability which, to a large exrenr,
depends on the seismic response of structures is thus
clearly needed. High level expertise in seismic
design of structures has long been available in the
European Union, as have been specialised facilities
for earthquake testing of structures, in particular
shaking tables.

With the setting up in 1989, at the initiative of the

JRC, of the European Association of Strucrural
Mechanics Laboratories and the subsequent opening
in ry92 of the ELSA reaction wall facility at Ispra, a

new dimension was given to earrhquake engineering
research in Europe, and Community-wide and well
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co-ordinated proiects in seismic design of structures

were set up around the new facility. At present' more

than zo specialised laboratories in Member States are

involved with theJRC in a maior programme of pre-

normative research, in support of Eurocode 8 (ECB)'

the provisional European standards for designing

civil engineering strucnlres in seismic areas.

Established at the initiative of DG III (Industry)

of the Commission and with the advice of the CEN

experts in charge of EC8, the research project covers

those priority topics which have to be addressed in

order to improve the proposed European seismic

design rules, and addresses new aspects of earth-

quake engineering insufficiently covered in the cur-

rent, provisional version of the code. For the practi-

cal implementation of this Community-wide pro-

ject, the institutional activity at ELSA is a key ele-

ment allowing the implementation of validation

experiments on large-and full-scale models of
buildings and bridges.

However, equally important is the significant sup-

port which has been obtained, firstly, from the Hu-

man Capital and Mobility (HCM) programme and,

more recently, from the new Commission pro-

gramme on Training and Mobility of Researchers

(TMR). This support, added to ELSAs own institu-

tional funding, has made it possible to set up two

research networks, grouping respectively I8 and u

European laboratories with the ELSA facility of the

JRC Moreover, substantial funding has also been

obtained from the "Large installations" chapter of
HCM and TMR to let researchers to have access to a

consortium of shaking tables (NTUA, Athens; IS-

MES, Bergamo; University of Bristol; LNEC, Lis-

bon;CEA, Saclay) and to the ELSA reaction wall.

In addition to the proiects in support of Eurocode

8, organisations from the Member States grouped

with theJRC in the European Association of Struc-

tural Mechanics Laboratories are participating ioint-
ly with the ELSA team in shared cost actions' com-

petitive support activities for the Commission and

work for third parties. Industry is involved in re-

search actions aimed at developing and validating

new construction technologies and introducing new

materials with better durability properties for new

constructions as well as for repair and strengthening

purposes.

Figure j shows the operation in ry95 of European

collaboration on earthquake engineering around the

ELSA facility.

InisrtrurIoNAI- S c lnl'lrt F tt;

AN*D'f ECHNICAL S UPPORT T.OR

C ontlruNtrY Pot-tcttls

TheJRC provided Scientific and Technical Support to

Union Policies at the request of the relevant Com-

mission services, in conformity with the Council De-

cisions of I5 December 1994 (which adopted the acrual

specific programmes of theJRC). These Scientific and

Technical activities accounted for z7o/o of the JRC's

Institutional activities.

The support activities are customer driven, in fulfil-

ment of impartial and neutral scientific and technical

requirements arising from EC Directives, decisions of

the Commission and the Council, or obligations stem-

ming from the Euratom TreatY.

The effective customer/contractor relationship be-

tween the requesting services of the Commission and

theJRC Institures is expressed in the elaboration and

signing of inter-DG collaboration agreements'

General monitoring of such JRC services to the

other Directorates General of the Commission has

been exercised by an official inter-DG Committee,

established by a Commission decision. This group met

twice in 1995, with a high attendance.Its role is twofold:

monitoring the work performed, so as to ensure a

smooth, mutual exchange of information on the activi-

ties (over roo abstracts related to these support activities

were communicated in 1995 to all DGs), and planning

activities for the following yeaq taking into account pri-

orities, new requests and budget limitations.

These Scientific and Technical Support activities

were related to the following Framework programme

lines: Information Technologies, Enaironment and Climate,

Agri c ulture an d F i s h eri a, Targeted s o c i o - E c onom i c Res earc h

and Nuclear Safetit and Safeguards.

Tabte r shows the distribution of this support be-

tween the JRC Instirutes and the Framework Pro-

gramme lines.

The three mainJRC support activities are:

b t. /RC Support for the Enaironmental Policjt, which ac-

counts for 460/o of the scientilic and technical support

budget, provides DG XI with scientific and technical

assistance for the implementation of the legislation

on chemical pollutants, atmospheric pollution, water

qualiry, chemical waste' industrial risks and nuclear

safety. The inter-DG collaboration agreement for the

period r995-t998 was signed in December 1995' This

work is part of the yth EC Action Programme in the

field of the Environment, and includes:

r6
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.f. The European Reference Laboratory for Air Pol-
lution (ERLAP) which was particularly active in
the harmonisation of current EC Directives on air

pollution, in the organisation of Qrality Assur-
ance Control programmes and in the development
and validation of new monitoring techniques.
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.1. The European Tracer Experiment (ETEX), aimed

at verifying the capability of atmospheric mod-

ellers to forecast the evolution of a cloud of an at-

mospheric pollutant in real time. ETEX was co-

sponsored by the EC, the World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) and the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

* The European Chemicals Bureau (ECB), which is

now handling all the technical and scientific tasks

required for the notification of new chemicals, the

risk assessment of existing chemicals, classifica-

tion and labelling and export/import control of
dangerous chemicals and testing methods for

chemicals.

* The European Centre for the Validation of Al-
ternative Methods (ECVAM), which, in collabo-
ration with its advisory Committee, has defined

criteria for identifying the Centre's priorities. Act-
ivities included pre-validation of non-animal test

protocols, vaccine potency and safety testing, and

integrated alternative approaches in toxicity test-

ing studies which focussed on metabolism-medi-
ated toxicity, and on in-vitro tests for teratogen-

icity in blood forming tissues.

* The European Technical Office for Medicinal
Products, established at EI after a Memorandum
of Understanding was signed between the Euro-
pean Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal
Products and theJoint Research Centre. This of-
lice is established in both London and Ispra and is

part of the European Technical Office for Medi-
cinal Products (ETOMEP) Unit of the Environ-
ment Instirute of the JRC; it is dedicated to the

development of technical systems necessary for
the implementation of European Union legisla-

tion on medicinal products.

* The Major Accident Hazards Bureau, in support
of the "seveso" Directive. The activity of the Bu-
reau resulted in the preparation of a second re-

port on lessons learned from accidents notified to
the Commission; in the distribution of a pilot data

base of the Documentation Centre on Industrial
Risk to the Competent Authorities; and in sub-

stantial progress made by the working groups

established to produce guidance for safety reports

and safety management systems.

.! Support for the elaboration of methodologies for

EU antifraud policy (UCLAF).

{' Support services related to the Alpine Observat-

ory (Alpine Convention), initiated in r995.

The JRC also offers institutional support to the

European Environment Agency (EEA-Council Re-

gulation uof 9o).

) z. /RC Support for the Common Agricuhural Policj4 ac-

counts for 6.50/o of the Scientific and Technical

Support budget. The inter-DG collaboration agree-

ment for the period 1995-1998 was signed on 17 July
tJrlJrrtn" work is mainly in the following research

.! Application of remote sensing to agricultural sta-

tistics, with the aim of developing and demon-

strating methodologies which can integrate re-

mote sensing data into the collection of statistics

for the monitoring of crop acreage and agricul-

tural production in the EC.

4. Monitoring and control of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy: research and development of new

remote sensing techniques allowing for improved
monitoring and control of the Common Agricul-
tural Policy.

{.Implementation of Community wine sector leg-

islation through the operation of the "European

Office for Wine, Alcohol and Spirit Drinks"
(BEVABS); some 4ooo EU NMR (Nuclear Mug-

netic Resonance) wine data have been validated to

be stored in the pertinent data bank.

{. Research and development of new methods for
improved animal identification in order to prevent
fraud.

{. Qrality control of foodstufft, by supplying cer-

tified reference materials, by providing suitable

analytical procedures and by supplying and/or
coordinating laboratory intercomp arisons.

> j. /RC SupportforNuclear Safeguards (Euratom Safe-

guards DG XVII, IAEA Safeguards support pro-
gramme DG f) accounts for 3zo/o of the scientific and

technical support budget. The inter-DG collabora-
tion agreement for the period ry95-ry98 is expected to

be signed early inry96.



Most of the work undertaken deals with the fol-
lowing tasks:

{. training of inspectors, harmonisation of in-ser-
vice nuclear safeguards inspection practices, pro-
viding state of the art equipment and reference

analyses of nuclear materials samples;

.!. design of on-site laboratories for safeguards ana-

lysis at reprocessing plants such as Sellalield and

La Hague; routine analysis of nuclear materials

samples;examination of the purchase and testing

of major equipment including the construction of
two analytical boxes and the training of analysts;

* work on non destructive assay, sealing and

identification techniques, surveillance techniques,

testing of safeguards equipment, data information
treatment, health physics and training.

C ON,TPET I T.IVIl ACTIV I T I E,S

Other institutional Scientific and Technical Support

activities deal with;

Safety and reliability of informatics systems

Foodstuffanalysis in support of the Industrial Policy

Qrality control of consumer products (Consumer

Protection)

Techniques for inspecting ageing nuclear components

in support of DG XI and DG XVIL

Progress made in these prog'ammes is reported in more detailin

Part z, dedicated to the acriairies of rhe indiaidual IRC In-
stitutes.

COMPETITIVE ACTIVITIES

The introduction, back in 1988, of Work for Third
Parties, where theJRC carried out research on a con-

tractual basis for external clients, was meant to provide
a measure of the relevance of the JRC's work and its

competitive position, to enhance the flow of technolo-
gy transfer to the end users, and to let the European

industrv and research communities benefit from TRC

, Shared Cost Actions
&, Competitive Support
i Competitive Activities outside the FWP
ffi' Third Party Work

* 
The balance will be, a/ier conclusion of procedures, inrcribed as ry96 credits.

Table z. Competitiae actiaitiet amzunts earned in ryg;

specialised facilities and competences. This was the

first step in opening the JRC up to competition. The

discussions in the Council and the European Par-

liament leading to the decisions on the Fourth Frame-

work Programme and the EURATOM Framework

Programme emphasised the need for theJRC to pursue

and reinforce its move towards a more competitive
approach on the basis of a genuine customer/contrac-
tor relationship as stated in the Council Conclusions on

the role of theJRC in April 1994.

As noted by the Council, the implementation of its con-

clusions implied several measures and decisions on legal,

budgetary, financial and administrative matters which, ide-

ally, should have been in force from rJanuary rg9i.

The main decision concerned the modification of the

Financial Regulation. This always involves a lengthy

procedure, prior to the Council decision, and was only

achieved in September 1995.

It is intended that this transition be introduced gradu-

ally; aroun dzooh of the globalJRC budget for 1995-1998

should be earned through competitive activities. As of
the lst of January, 1995, JRC competitive activities

included:

{. participation in shared cost actions, where theJRC,
in association with partners in the Member States,

| 995
*
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submits proposals in the context of call for propos-
als, or contributes to proposals submitted by other
laboratories under the Framework Programmes;

{. competitive scientific and technical support activi-
ties; under the Fourth Framework Programme,
where theJRC may respond to specific requests from
Commission Directorates-General which are allo-
cated on a competitive basis in the context of invita-
tions to tender;

* other competitive activities outside the Framework
Programmes, where the JRC (alone or in a consor-
tium arrangement) will be able to participate in vari-
ous actions sponsored by the Community (..g.
PHARE, TACIS, assistance to developing countries,
etc.) and in the context of a competitive approach,
will seek Community fundins in relation to those
actions;

{' research under contract, the original Third Party
Work mode of operation mentioned above, now part
of the overallJRC competitive portfolio.

Although preparations for this surge in competitive
activities had already started early inry94, r995 has been
for theJRC a year of learning from experience: learn-
ing to cope rvith new administrative and legal issues,

learning to redeploy creatively its resources and per-
sonnel to face the competitive challenge, and adapting
to a totally new internal and external environment. T-he

JRC Instirutes have shown a highly morivared, flexible
and keen response to the competitive approach, srimu-
lated by an internal task force on competitive activities.
As far asJRC participation in shared cost actions is con-
cerned, theJRC together with partners in the Member
States submitted a total of 338 project proposals in re-
sponse to the first calls for proposals from 15 specific
Programmes; by Decembeq r99t the Commission had
accepted 9t of those proposals for funding, bringing
the overall success rate to z8o/o.The financial ourcome
for theJRC, although difficult to calculate precisely due
to the ongoing contract negotiations on several out-
standing projects, will be in excess of ro.5 MioEcu. It is
important here to underline how both the proposal
activity and the subsequent evaluation results have
rer.'ealed to its full extent the relevance of the JRC's
work and its deep roots in the European industrial and
research communities.

In the area of competirive scientific and technical
support activities, of the rz8 MioEcu earmarked within
the 4th FWP for funding this activity over rhe +-year

)f)

period,26.5 MioEcu were made available to the services

of the Commission early rn rygt1but only zo MioEcu
have been committed in 1995. Of these, the JRC In-
stitutes have managed to win about u.9 MioEcu of con-
tracts, either alone or in a consortium arrangement.

Other competitive activities outside the Framework
Programmes like TACIS, PHARE, etc., have seen a

good r99y level of activity on the part of theJRC In-
stitutes.In this highly competitive sector of the market,
theJRC has won around 2.3 MioEcu.

The record for Third Party Work shows, for 1995, new
contracts (obtained on the market at large) in excess of
rB MioEcu. Considered in the context of the outstand-
ing effort on the other fronts, this represents a remark-
able hold on the previous positions.lfnira Party Work
earned rn r9g4 amounted to 18 MioEcu.)

Table zprovides a summary of the amounts earned in

ry95 for competitive activities.

t I Ir R S u ppl-s r.rriN'r.,\Ry Pnoc; n.q u r,r r,;

The High Flux Reactor (HFR) at Petten is operated by
the Commission in accordance with the Euratom/
Netherlands agreementof z5JuJy 196r. On z9 Aprrlry9z,
the Council adopted a four-year supplementary re-
search programme to be implemented by theJoint Re-

search Centre for the European Atomic Energy Com-
munity (t992-t9g5) concerning the operation of the
High Flux Reactor (HFR) at Petten. Under the supple-
mentary programme which was drawing to a close on 3r

December r99t, the activities of the HFR were essen-

tially the outcome of co-operation between two part-
ners, Germany and the Netherlands, which provided
its financing. Additional financing, which has steadily
increased, came from external contracts. It is intended
to pursue the operation of HFR under a new supple-
mentary programme, which would see an even greater
proportion of income coming from the industrial sec-
tor and a drastic reduction in costs.



IRC INFORT,{ATION DAYS-PUBLICATIONS AND CONFERENCIIS

JRC IxFoRlvtrATIoh{ Devs

P uBLICATIoNs AI\TD C ob{FEREh{cEs

The new approach to theJRC activities calls for a clos-

er collaboration between industry, research centres and

universities in the Member States and theJRC.In order
to stimulate this and to increase the awareness of the

JRC, Information Days have been organised at the ini-
tiative of Members of the Board of Governors in

London, Athens, Copenhagen, Milan and Vienna.JRC
members have presented the Centre and in parallel
workshops representing the Institutes have found

grounds for new collaboration with the participants.

These information days have thus supplemented the

numerous presentations of theJRC given to visitors to

the sites, visits made to national laboratories, represen-

tations of the JRC at specialised fairs and exhibitions,

distribution of JRC literature, etc.

The JRC offers a vast affay of publications on sci-

entific matters ranging from papers and articles in
scientific magazines, conference papers, EUR reports

and reviews.

lnstituie

General Management

Inst. for Reference Materials and Measurements

Institute for Transuranium Elements

Institute for Advanced Materials

Inst. for Systems Engineering and Informatics

Environment Institute

Instirute for Remote Sensing Applications

Instirute for Safety Technology

Institute fo r P rospective Technolo gical Stu dies

Toilql

In r995 theJRC published in total around I.ooo papers

and their distribution by Instirute is shown in Table i.
The detailed list of JRC publications is published

each year in the "Publications Bulletin". The last issue,

No. r5, published in March 1995, gives all publications in

1994.

Most of these publications are available upon re-

quest to the Public Relations Unit, Ispra.

In addition to publications, the above mentioned

Bulletin lists all patents obtained by the JRC. There

were z6 patents granted in 1995.

Each year the JRC organises a number of confer-

ences, workshops and seminars at its five sites in

Europe. In r99y there were 9 conferences, 94 interna-

tional workshops and meetings and I35 visits to the var-

ious sites. The resulting total of more than rI ooo visi-

tors shows the constant interest of the scientific com-

munity to the contributions in research and develop-

ment made by theJRC.

Table 1./RC Publications in rygS.
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TheJRC stanrtory staffis made up of officials and tem-
porary agents, including both scientific-technical and
administrative staff

By the end of December r99t the starutory staff
numbered r 786 agents, compared with r 845 in Decem-
ber ry94. Table 4gives the distribution of statutory staff
in 1995.

Table 4. Distribution 0f statutlry stafas of December 1995.

In addition to starutory stafl 3r9 scientists are also

active in theJRC under various hosting schemes:

senior scientists hosted as visiting scientists;
national experts seconded to the JRC by Member

States, to participate in selected scientific work;
post-doctoral scientists and post-graduate srudents

trained through a programme of fellowships.
Table S gives the distribution, by Institute, of these

scientists, working at theJRC at the end of December
r99t.

In addition about zo scientists each year come from a

third country assisted by a grant within the framework
of a Commission agreement with their countries or
with the International Atomic Energy Agency (fAEA).

Besides the above mentioned scientists, several

senior scientists and about r5o trainees work at theJRC
Institutes at no cost to the EU budget, in general for
short periods of time.

The budget (commitments credits) as implemented by
theJRC in r99y is given in Table 6.

To these commitment credits one must add o.564
MioEcu of credits carried over from the 1994 Budget
for the execution of contracts related to research on the
environment and on remote sensing from space, autho-
rised in March r99y (SEC(p;) +"" final).

TotalJRC committed financial resources amounted
to slightly lower than zy8 MioEcu:

* for the execution of the JRC specific programmes
(Research and Institutional supporr activities for the
services of the Commission)

& for the execution of JRC competitive activities with-
in the framework of the EU budget (participation in
shared cost actions, competitive support activities for
the services of the Commission, JRC participation
in other Community activities, contributions from
the Dutch and German governments for the op-
eration of the HFR and fromJRC customers for the
execution of work at their request.

t{uh,ilAbg RnsorJRCE;s



lnstifilt'es

Instirute for Reference
N{aterials and Measuremenrs

Institute for
Transuranium Elements

Institute for
Advanced Materials

Institute for Systems
Engineering and Informatics

Environment
Instirute

Institute for Remote
Sensing Applications

Institute for
Safety Technology

Institute for Prospective
Technological Srudies

It should be underlined that the figures in Table 6refer
to expendirure on work performed by theJRC in 1995.

Shared cost actions and competitive scientific and tech-
nical support activities, as well as participation in other
Community activities, were new types of JRC activity
in r99y. In most cases contracts were only entered into at
the end of ry95. As a result, only limited work was car-
ried out during that year. Figures on contracts entered
into duringrygs are providedin Table z.

Table 6. rygS Budget implementation

(C ommirn entt C redirs).

Totol

Table 5. Visitingscientists, seconded national experts, grantholders as of Decernber rg9S.

Com
Technical S

z3





IRMM The Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements

ITU The Instirute for Transuranium Elements

IAM The Institute for Advanced Materials

ISEI The Institute for Systems Engineering and Informatics

EI The Environment Institute

IRSA The Institute for Remote SensingApplications

IST The Institute for Safery Technology

IPTS The Institute for Prospective Technological Studies

{ Pal,azzo Geraci, an ilth centarJ buil,ding

l,ocated in the bittoric centre of the citl of
Palermo (Sicilg,Itafu), has been chosen a.r tbe

te$ case for the appl,ication of numerical

pbotogranmetry, jD reconstruction and air-
tual naaigntion, seismic response analitils,

€xp€rirnenta.l tests on a % scale model of the

huilding design of conrclidation elernmts

(Support to Regional Dnelopment, Siciljt

Protot, Cuhural Heringe: stadjt of the

degradation of monummts and worhs of art
in $nne naterial; darclopmmt of protection

an d res torati on n eth o d s). 2t
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MATERIALS Ab{D MEAS URtrME,NTS

The IRNIM promotes European
standards, reference materials and

methodologies at the European
level. In 1995, the Institute imple-
mented its specific programme under
the headins of Measurements and

Testing and contributed to the Frame-
work Programme line "Industrial Tech-
nologies".liarly in r99;,IRMM took over responsibility
for managing the BCR's (Community Reference Bu-
reau) reference materials: this includes storage, stabili-
ty control, distribution, sales administration and recer-
tification of exhausted batches.

IRN{M is engaged in support activities for Commun-
ity, policies, related to nuclear safeguards, the safety and

quality control of consumer products, and reference
measurements and materials for quality control of food-
stuffs. It also provides services and reference materials to
various customers from the European Member States.

A. INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES

I ss'rrrurroNAL Rrisr,qncu Acrrl,lrrr,;s

One of the objectives of the work at the IRN,{M, within
the Measurements and Testing programme, is harmon-
isation and standardisation in analytical measurements.

To this end the available measurements expertise and

the refined analytical techniques of the Institute have

been applied to prepare, characterise and certify high
quality reference materials for both nuclear and appro-
priate non-nuclear fields, to be used for establishing a

coordinated analytical measurement system at Euro-
pean level. Within this framework, responsibility for
the management of reference materials under the stan-
dards, measurement and testing programme (formerly
BCR) has been taken ol'er by IRMM.

Research on biological and environmental materials
included attempts to isolate and stabilise chloroplast
material suitable for the bio-assay of pesticide traces in
drinking water control. Analytical research was pur-
sued on metallothionein characterisation by electro-
chemistry and liquid chromatography, and on heavy
metal traces of environmental or bio-medical rele-
vance. The modern Ultra Clean Chemical l-aboratory
was used for the sub-boiling preparation of batches of

z6

high purity water and of acids for high
accuracy analytical work.

The IRMM also contributed to the
improvement of the neutron in-
teraction standards data sets

(which serve to determine. inter alia.

partial cross-sections) as collected in the High
Priority Request List by the NEA Working Party on

Evaluation Cooperation, under the auspices of the
NEA Nuclear Science Committee and in collaboration
with IAEA.

For quality control in the preparation of certified
reference materials, a neutron activation analysis facili-
ty was set up in collaboration with the SCK/CEN at

Mol (Belgium).
The proceedings of the International Multiple

Group Analysis [.Jsers' Workshop were published.

I-INAC R IlI] U R I] I S FIIiT)

IRXtfut'.r clu,trou lirnar accelarotor LI^vAC, uitlt its anique

h i gh en e rgy - r"c.r o I u ti on 7t o ten ti n l, w a.r reJ u rbi s h e d I t'o m S t: p tcnx -

bcr rgg4 n April rggl. 'l'he neutl"o?t meo.fut"cmelfi ptlgramntc

uas rc.rurned a.t the acceleruror in colhrltoratiott. witlt C li:1 .rciur-

tists in the/ields of rteutron cltl)tut'c and tnut.rmissiott e.vpn'i-

inents. Ilcasurentents of' the total and radiatiae captut"( crzr-J'-

secliotts of 99'1'c in thc lo'a rc.rottattcc t'cgion wcre.rtartt'd irt

nllaborution with tl,te CIiA at Snchy (I,'ranct:). Lou euct'gy rc.r-

znancc in urauittm r,tnr/ uranium oxide urts stutlied (tt low tcftt-

!)fi,flturei ir,t ordcr to inut:stigatc solid stfltu (frcfi 0u resuutrce

s/)ap(.f, in collnhrtration wirlt tba CLA rtr Cndrtraclte (F'runcc).



THE INS'I'l-l-U'fE I.-OR REFERENCE MATITRIALS AND N'IEASUREI/IENTS

For the materials research projects two complemen-
tary experimental serups for hydrogen profiling have

been installed at the 7 NIV Van de Graaff At the 3."t MV
Van de Graaffmachine, the stopping power for helium
ions and protons of polyimide and VYNS (trade name

of vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate co-polymer) foils has

been determined, as well as the uniformity of trace

metals on filters for an aerosol reference material.

The refurltisbed LIl,{AC; aieu of the new acceleratingsectizn:.

Work related to nuclear matters included. inter alia. the

supply of targets for neutron cross-section measure-
ments, Iission fragment srudies and other applications;
the preparation and characterisation of 10B reference

layers to be used in high accuracy neutron flux mea-

surement; the setting up of an improved electrodeposi-

tion method for the preparation of thin uranium and

plutonium layers;the determination of uranium in en-

vironmental samples.

Also at the LINAC, high energv resolution measure-
ments of the inelastic scattering cross-section of iron
were made using a 6o m flight path. The spontaneous

fission processes of plutonium isotopes and of t) tcf
have been firrther investigated.

At the 7 MV Van de Graaff acceleratoq neutron in-
elastic scattering was measured on natural molybde-
num. In collaboration with KFA Jrilich (Germany),
cross-sections for various activation reactions were

measured on chromium isotopes. Improved experi-
ments to determine the ratio of the reference cross-

sections 235U(n,0 and H(n,n) have been initiated.
In radionuclide metrology, an interco,mparis-on of

computer codes used for the analysis of 239iru7240pu

alpha particle spectra has been pursued. Ultralow-
background {3 spectrometry was used to characterise
human bones for low radionuclide content in the

underground laboratory of HADES (High Activity
Disposal Experimental Site) at Mol (Belgium) in a

European eflort to obtain a narural matrix reference

material. Similarly, detection limits 1ot 210p6 in a bio-
logical matrix were determined.

IrusrrrurroNAL Supponr AcrtvtrlEs

IRMM's support activities in 1995 were mainly related

to Nuclear Safeguards, on request from DG I (External
Relations), for the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA) and DG XVII (Energy, Euratom Safe-

guards Directorate). Non-nuclear certified reference

materials were also prepared for other DGs.
IRMM acted in general as a Commission laboratory

offering scientific/technical support to services which
do not dispose of their own measurement back-up.

Work on dried nitrate or metallic spike material was

continued to improve safety at large reprocessing

plants, and uranium and plutonium isotopic reference

materials were prepared on behalf of DG I for IAEA.
Low concentrations implied meticulous chemical work
in IRMM's ultra clean chemical laboratory.

IRMM provided DG XVII with solutions for detec-

tor calibration needed in non-destructive assays of
uranium and plutonium. Certified reference materials

of soils, sediments and foodstulls were prepared for
DG III (Internal Market) and DG VI (Agriculture), for
quality control to assist enforcement of European leg-

islation. These activities were complemented by pro-
viding suitable analytical procedures and by initiating
and/or coordinating laboratory intercomparisons. For

DG VI, new activities were initiated on selenium speci-

ation and sugar analysis. Cosmetics analyses and a

product safety data bank were under development for
DG XXIV (Consumer Policv).
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ACTIVITIES OF THE IRC IT'ISTITUTES IN 1995

B. COMPETITIVE ACTIVITIES

Snenno-Cosr AcrroNs

In its field of competence, IRMM has contributed in
r99t to 8 SCA proposals, 3 of which have been accepted

so far;these deal with:

4 the design, production and certification of sets of
synthetic polymer reference materials consisting of
a polyolefinic base material doped with heavy ele-
ments Cd, Cr, Hg and Pb at two different concentra-
tion levels;

d"r the preparation and certification of calibrant solu-
tions and fly ash samples for measurements of poly-
chlorodibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDD) and polychloro-
dibenzofurans (PCDF) contaminations in emissions

atlevels of o.r ngf m1;

fp the preparation and characterisation of catalytic
converters with respect to Pt, Rh, Zr and Ce.

I.'LY ASH REF'ERENCE MATERIALS
AND SYNTHETIC POLYMER REFERENCE

MATERIALS

One of the successful Shared-Cost Action proposals dealt with
the preparation and certifcation of solutior:ts andf.jt ash r{er-
ence rnaterials for measilremenfi of dioxine or furane com-

pounds at low cancentration leuek. A proposal related to the de-

sign, prodaction and cerffication of two consumable sjnthetic
pofuner reference materials doped witb heauy elements at twl
clncentretilvt leaels, has been launched with a view to promot-

ing enaironmental protection and sapporting tbe European

poljtmer industrjt irc tbe rnateriah dnelopment, production con-

trol and qualitjt managernmt.

M ultip urp o s e m i x er wi th f ili" S e q uipm ent. H eat treatm ent

and homogeneisation of large amountr (up to zoo kg) of soils

and sediments. Fillingbonles with well homogeneous ltowders.

Wonr pon Tnrno PaRrrEs

IRMM services and reference materials are available
on a commercial basis. As IRMM now manages the
BCR's reference materials, these are also being made

commercially available for non-nuclear applications.
The International Measurement Evaluation Pro-

gramme (IMEP) is arousing interest in a growing num-
ber of laboratories. The most recent IMEP round on
trace elements in water attracted about z5olaboratories
in z8 countries. The Regular European Interlaboratory
Measurement Evaluation Programme (REIMEP), an

external quality control exercise, recently brought to-
gether zo laboratories worldwide in rounds on uranium
oxide powder and two uranyl nitrate solutions.

The supply of nuclear samples to external cus-

tomers, in particular for reactor neutron dosimetry, was

continued. Four new neutron dosimetry reference ma-
terials for reactor pressure vessel surveillance (titanium
metal and three Al-Co alloys) have been prepared.

z8



Tnn lxsrrrurE F'oR

ITU performs activities in the field of the safety of the
nuclear {irel cycle. The Institute contributed to the
Framework Programme line "Nuclear Fission Safety"
with a particular emphasis on the safety of actinides in
the nuclear fuel cycle. Other research themes were the
safety of nuclear {irels, through the measurement and

modelling of lirel properties, and the characterisation
of spent firel with a view to its long term storage.

ITU also provided scientific and technical support
for Community policies in the area of "Nuclear Fission
Safety", mainly in on-site laboratories at Sellafield and

La Hague (Euratom Safeguards) and for the IAEA (In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency). In addition, it is

engaged in several contracts at the request of various
customers.

A. INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES

ITU performs its activities under the "Safety of nuc-
lear firels" part of the programme; it contributes to the
Commission's sectorial policies on "Safeguards" and

"Fissile Material Management", through research and

development of techniques and instruments, analytical
serl'ices and expertise, and direct in field measurement
support.

Lr- s-rrr u'rrONAL RnsRn ncn :\crrvtrrns

Fuel Cycle Safety: Basic actinide research is being car-
ried out to elucidate the electronic structure of actin-
ide elements and their interest for chemistry and solid-
state physics. Important results have been obtained in
the understanding of uranium-based heavy-fermion
superconductors doped with neprunium (Np) and plu-
tonium (Pu). Other themes include the theory of light/
solids interactions;neutron experiments with Np com-
pounds and neutron inelastic scattering, to better un-
derstand electron interactions in the yf and 3d electron
shells; X-ray synchrotron experiments on uranium
oxide single crystals and uranium arsenide crystals, to
help understand magnetic behaviour.

In the area of safety nuclear fuel, ITU is measuring

and modelling fuel properties and fuel/cladding inter-

actions in order to be

able, in a few years, to de-
sign very high burn-up
MOX (mixed U- Pu ox-
ide) fuel pins that would
be as reliable as present-
day uranium fuel. Fis-
sion product release

from irradiated fuel as

used in the PHEBUS re-
actor safety programme
was measured up to
complete evaporation of the fuel. The TRANSURA-
NUS code was successfirlly used to describe high burn-
up phenomena (rim effect). For the first time, the use of
high resolution electron microscopy clearly revealed

dislocation lines in UOz and the subgrain boundary
formation as the first step in the formation of the rim-
strucrure.

In the area of the mitigation of long-lived actinides

and fission products, in order to help further minimise
the radiotoxicity of spent fuel and highly active waste,

ITU collaborates with leading national laboratories,
nuclear industry and Member State authorities to pre-
pare samples for fiuel irradiation, transmutation and re-

covery of actinides, for example, technetium (Tc) sam-

ples for irradiation, pins with high Pu and Np content

and a Pu-cerium inert matrix based pin within the

EFTTRA (Experimental Feasibility of Targets for
Transmutation) and TRABANT (Transmutation and

Burning of Actinides in Triox) programmes. The feasi-

bility of recovering actinides from irradiated fuel tar-
gets with zoo/o Am (americium) and zo0lo Np was de-

monstrated. Extraction chromatography was investi-
gated for the separation of U and Pu from such fuels. A
patent application was made for a method burning wea-

pon-grade Pu in a Light Water Reactor with high pro-
liferation resistance. Srudies were carried out on fabri-
cation procedures and the physical and chemical prop-
erties of inert matrix materials for the transmutation of
actinides. Pellets of mixed oxide reference material

and fuel pins with metallic fuel have been fabricated

and characterised.

z9



ACTIVITIES OF THE TRC INSTI'| UTES IN 1995

In the area of spent fuel characterisation with a too ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONN{ENTAL SAMPLES
long term storage, analyses were performed to provide
reactor operators, the fuel cycle industry and licensing During rgg7 the clrner-.rtone wa.s laid far tbe new ART.INA

authorities with the necessary, relevant safety data, in- Laboratorj. l,Vith this laboratorl falljt operational, the In.rtiturc

cluding those on radiotoxicity. For instance, the leach- can. proaide ultra sensitiz,e anabsir of radio-isotope traces for
ing and corrosion behaviour of natural uranium oxide the identifcation af undeclared nuclear actiuities. T'his capa-

and irradiated high burn-up fuel was investigated using bilirj will be used for safeguards applicarions.

solutions simulating groundwater and salt brine, with Tbe ARTINA laboratorS consists of a class no clean labo-

arrention paid to the mechanisms and kinetics of leach- ratorj for sample prepa.ration arcd pre-treatmeltt and a range of
ing. The structr.rre of oxidised layers on leached urani- lrigltb sensitiae equipment for tbe measurement of a rarcge of
um oxide was determined by the Rutherford backscat- radioisotopes which are "indicators" for clandestirue nuclear

tering/channeling techniques. The porosity in the actiaities.

outer rim of irradiated high burn-up fuel was quantita- ITU ltas asked to ltecome a, network laboratorl of the IAF.A

tively analysed in detail. for erc.airanmetatal sanrples and has alreadit participgnd in test

canpaigns for rhe analitsis of bulk samples and particlcs.

IrusrrrurroNAL SuppoRr Acrrvrrrns

In supportof theenergypolicy(DG XVII), in the area B. COMPETITIVE ACTIVITIES
of "Safeguards and Fissile Materials Management",

on-site laboratories were designed for safeguards ana- Snennn-Cosr Acrrows
lysis at reprocessing plants such as Sellafield and Cap
de la Hague, and major analytical equipment such as 8 proposals (made with EU partners) for the Nuclear
robots, titrators, alpha-spectrometers, non-destructive Fission Safety programme were accepted in I99y. The
measurement devices and detectors, was purchased and projects concern:
tested. In addition, two analytical boxes were construct-
ed, analysts were trained and routine analyses of nuc- "l evaluation of partitioning and transmutation strat-
lear material samples were performed. Some other ex- egies

amples of ryg5 support activities: a performance evalu- rfr new partitioning techniques

ation of the MGA method (Multiple Group Analysis) "! impact of accelerator based technologies on nuclear
for K-edge and neutron-gamma counting applications; fission safety

a comparison of plutonium assay techniques; a detailed {. thorium cycles as a nuclear waste management

evaluation of isotope correlation techniques for the option
determination of Pr-z4z; samples preparation and {+ revaporisation tests on samples from PHEBUS FP

measurements technology for safeguards samples with g source term for performance assessment of spent

trace amounts of radionuclides in soils, vegetation and fuel as a waste form
sediments from contaminated areas. .$ supporting nuclear data for advanced MOX fuels

As before, ITU staff provided significant analytical * joint experiment on Americium transmutation.
in-site support to the Safeguards Directorate in repro-
cessing and in fuel fabrication plants. The characterisa- These Cost-Shared Actions will contribute about r

tion of vagabonding nuclear materials was continued MioEcu.
whenever necessary.

CompErrrrvR Supponr
on ConrpruNrrY Polrcrns

Following a call for tender from DG XIII, ITU has sub-
mitted, together with other partners, a project on "En-
hanced Gas Cleaning by Infra-Sonic Particle Agglom-
eration and Deposition". The project was accepted at

the end of ryg5;the Institute's share is about o.r MioEcu.

3o



Preparation of specirnens in the ruo class clean laboratorjtARTINA

for rhe anafusis of parricles in suipe samples.

Wonx l'on 'l'lrrRn P,lRrrrs

As in previous vears, the Institute has carried out work
for third parties, rvith major contracts in the areas of
post irradiation examination of irradiated fuels, fabri-
cation and characterisation of firels for transmutation,
and examination of high burn-up uranium oxide and
mixed oxide fuels for different customers.

During r99_t, new contracts worth about z.r N'IioEcu
have been signed, while ll,ork from previous contracts
continued.

Olr r nn (lo lr prrllr rr.n A c'r'r vrlr Lis

The follou'ing offers submitted to the TACIS /PHARE
programmes were accepted during 1995:

* N'Ieasurement of radionuclide release from Chern-
obvl reactor debris samples (TACIS-Ukraine)

.f' Transler of the nuclear safeti, code TRANS-
URANUS to the Bulgarian licensing authorities
(PHARE-Bulgaria).

A stud,v proposal, concerning the establishment of a

data bank on nuclear materials in the framervork of
illicit trafficking, \\ras accepted by DG I. The contract
will permit collaboration with two Russian experts at

ITU for r2 months. The overall scope of the approved
projects is about o.6 NlioEcu.



TsE Iwsrt'TUTE FoR

A DVAn{cDD IVIATERIALs

IAM performs research on advanced materials. The

Institute contributed to the Framework Programme

lines "Industrial Technologies and Materials Tech-

nologies" and "Measurements and Testing", with an

emphasis on standards for applications, development of
new and improved coatings, structural component in-
tegrity and materials for clean technologies and fusion

materials.IAM also contributed to the F'ramework Pro-

gramme lines "Non-nuclear Energy", "Nuclear Fission

Safety" and "Controlled Thermo-nuclear Fusion".

It also operated inry95 the High Flux Reactor (HFR)
for the Dutch and German authorities and was engaged

in work on a contractual basis for industry.

A. INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES

INsrtrurIoNAL RrsR'tncg Ac,rtr.'l.rttis

Within the Industrial Technologies and Materials Tech-
nologies programme, research activities performed in
r99t can be sorted approximately into four clusters:

THE EUREKA IPACERC PROJE,CT

Helicopter c'nginc.r are usuallj,t submitted to extremell hard ero-

sion condirions, leadin,g n rapid failuret of their componertts.

The engine rnanufacturer T'urbomecu hat deaeloped a new tlpe

of multilajtcr coating deposited lry Pfusical Itautum Depos-

ition, sltouing an imltrouement bi a fuctor of laer J00 comltared

to conacntional hard coatings alreadit ausilable. 'Tbe new chal-

lutge is to appljt this coutingto the aerl complex shapes to be pro-

tected in a helicoprer utgine.

Accordingljt, the f RC has proposed, in rhefrant of a EL RE-

KA project, the deaelopntent of o. tleu [nduction Plasma As-

sisted Cbernical l/apor Deposirion (l-PACI,'D) muchine spe-

cialfu designcd for rhis applicarion. Plasrna Chernical l,hpor

Deposition will allow dcposition at low temperatures. Induction

plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition will ensure good process

ltontogeneitjt, which is an absolute must in this case.

..! "standards for Applications" ared: re-

search on mechanical performances of mate-

rials, corrosion, components' integrity testing'

neutron scattering, joining of ceramics and brit-
tle materials. Also, activities linked with information

technologies: high temperanlre materials data bases;

the Information Centre on Materials Activities.

The typical end-users are the energy production and

aeronautics industries.

* "Development of New and Improved Coatings":

wear and corrosion resistance improvement, chemi-
cal sensors, fatigue resistance, superhard surfaces

and biomedical applications; new composite materi-
als, with an emphasis on interfaces in fibre compos-

ites, and electrophoretic processing of ceramic

matrix composites. Exploratory research projects in-
cluded laser spallation testing methodology and high

temperature superconductors.

The typical end-users are in manufacturing indus-

try, the car industry, aeronautics and electronics.

dr. A new line for IAM will be support for industry
through the provision of information and prenor-
mative know-how on eco-friendly materials, materi-
als studies and an ECO materials database.

Research work was done on coatings for waste incin-
eration and coatings for dry machining in manufac-

ruring technologies.

The end-users are the waste management industry,
the recycling industry and, in particular, the car ih-
dustry and manufacturing industry.

& Two projects focused on "Structural Component
Integrity": application and qualilication of non-
destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques to assess

defective andf or deteriorating industrial compo-
nents;NDE and testing of structural components.

The end-users are mostly the energy production
industry, both conventional and nuclear, and the

transport industry including aeronautics, rail and car

manufacturers.
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Within the Non-Nuclear Energv programme,

a new topic was introduced in 1995: "N{aterials

for Clean Technologies". TWo projects were car-

ried out microstructural engineering and ceramic
catalyst support, both focusing on automotive cat-

alytic converters. The potential users are the car

industry, but also energy producers using conventional

firel sources.

1'tIE EUROPEAI'J
RES IrARC H

P R l1 S S U RIt EqU I Pr'lliN 1'

couNCrL (E,PERC)

I.he European Prassure Equipment Researcb Council (EP-

ERC) is art rtssociation of industrias,laboratorics, n'rgineering

a.rsociatiotts and goaentwcnt bodiet, the purpose of wbiclt is to

prlmztc European clzf)eratiae rescarch in the domain of ltres-
surc arluipnrent. LPERC is concerned uit/t research rmd dez,el-

opment problens linked to construction and in-seruice activi-
ties. It deals with all tyltes of prcssure equipment, ruuclesr

cquipmcnt excludcd.

EPERC acfi us tt clearing-house to dfine and coordirtate tha

research programrnes und exchange experience. It has an impor-

tant role in tfu di.rsentinstion of the rcsults of research to irl'
dustrl, and worhs in clo.re cnfltact with the European Commis-

sion usith regtrd ro .rbared-cost actizn przposals and suppot't to

CEN and DG III.

IRC IAM Petten is the operatingagerxt.

In the interruational dornain, t/tere are plant to clzperate with

the American Pressure Vessel Courtcil and the lapanese Pres-

sure tr/etsel Council.

Within the Nuclear Safety and Safeguards programme,

and specifically the section on reactor safety,IAM is the

operating agent for the already established European

networks dealing with "Nuclear Components and In-
spection". Projects in operation include an experimental

srudy on ageing, degradation of steel properties and

subsequent annealing, and the Networks Reference

Laboratory.
Within the Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion pro-

gramme, the development of fusion technology
focused on the design of the International Thermo-
nuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). The IAM con-

tributed to this effort and supported ITER's technolog-
ical needs through its selection and characterisation of
adapted materials. IAM also participated in the Euro-
pean longer term programme for the development of
low activation materials. In parallel, irradiation ex-

periments were performed in the HFR in support of
NET/rTER.

THE INSTITUTtr FOR AD\-ANCED \{.\1'ERI-\LS

Ins'rrrurIoNAL Supponr Aclll ITIIIs

Projects with the same range of scientific content as

above were carried out in support of DG XI (Environ-
ment) through the European networks AMES, ENIq
and NESC, and DG XVII (Energy). An information
and management transfer strucfl]re was set up to im-
prove the technology transfer process.

.f [{li IIUROPEAN NIi'f WORK Ir()R
TNSPECTION qU,\LIFI C.\-l-lON (EN IQ0

T'he Stecring Comminrc of Ell{Qin ulsirlt the liL' ttuclt'nr

?l'Lt)er plant zPeftitrtr sre tlre vltiutg ffieftlfirrc, hu npproud a

refercn rc m et h o tl o loglt ft r i n sp e cti on q u n lifi c a ti ou.'I' lt i s n rcr h 0 -

dology has sroused great intcrest.frow indwstrT irt irsJidi and

i s c on s i d cred of- p ri trc i mp or tmt c e Jit r Jit turt d et tlo p m u t t.

B. COMPETITIVE, ACTIVITIES

Sn.rnnu-Cosr ,\crIoNs

IANI took part in 49 proposals, of which 17 have been

accepted so far.9 of these will have immediate funding.

The distribution of proposals among the programmes

is: 33 to BRITE/EURAN,I, 6 to Standard Measurement

and Testin g, 4to Nuclear Fission Safety, z to Biomed-2,

r to Environment and Climate, I to ESPRIT, I to

Training and Mobility of Researchers and r IoJOULE.

,.i."JJil:;::f il::;,
Two successful proposals were made to the Valorisation

programme of DG XIII (1'elecommunications, In-
formation Industries and Innovation). The first deals

with an'Autonomous Solar System", the second with
neural network techniques for non-destructive evalua-

tion (NDE) applications. This last proposal is a joint

vennrre of both IAM and ISEI.



AC'I'IVI'TIES OI,' 'f HIi TRC INiS'f I]'UTES IN 1995

Tesr assemblies usedfor the pilot srudl on rhe application of tbe European Methodologlt

for Qyalifcarion of inspection procedures.

!Vonr pon Tnrnu P,qRrrrs

New contracts signed in 1995 deal with the following
topics: PC based High Temperarure Materials Data
Base Software, Non Destructive Evaluation Tech-
niques, Aero-engine components, coatings, corrosion
studies on advanced materials for power generation.

The overall turnover was comparable to last year's.

Orrrnn Cor.npnrrrrvn Acrrvrrr rls

IAM is a partner in a PHARE consortium dealing with
the installation of a qualification system for in-service
inspection of Nuclear Power Plants in the Czech
Republic. IAM is also a partner in proposals made to
TACIS in the fields of NDE, inspection and materials
ageing.

Hrcs Flur Rriecron (HF'R)

The High Flux Reactor at Petten continued its opera-
tion in r99y and its utilisation reached about 75oh of the
practical limits. The HFR noticeably strengthened its
leadership as a supplier of radioisotopes for the radio-
pharmaceutical industry:nearly 65oh of European pro-
duction took place at HFR. The recent launching of
the on-site molybdenum factory will further enhance

HFR's role as a key facility for nuclear medicine, vital
for millions of patients.

The HFR also maintained its role as irradiation test
bed for the Fusion community: six new experiments on
lirst wall strucrural materials (mainly martensitic
steels) and plasma facing components hal'e started. The
irradiation embrittlement project, part of the Euro-
pean Network AMES (Ageing of Materials and Evalu-
ation Studies), was launched. A new experiment series

was started on the transmutation of actinides and

fission products to reduce the long term radiological
impact of high level waste, as part of the European col-
laboration EFTTRA (Experimental Feasibility of
Targets for TRAnsmutation).
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Tnn IxsTITUTE F'oR SvsrEMs

Exc In{EER{N,G AI\JD Ingpo RMATI c s

The ISEI performs research on systems engineering

and informatics. It contributed in 1995 to the Frame-

work Programme lines "Environment and Climate",
"Non-nuclear Energy", "Nuclear Fission Safety" and

"Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion", carrying out re-

search on methodologies for environmental manage-

ment and assessment of environmental quality, on solar

energy by photovoltaics, on fission reactor safety and

fissile material control as well as on fi.rsion reactor oper-
ational safety.

In addition,ISEI provided scientific and technical

support for Community policies: in the field

of the environment, among others on

industrial safety and the reliabiliry
of systems including biosafety; in
the field of agriculture, on animal

identification; and in the energy

secto! on nuclear safeguards for
the Euratom safeguards and for
the IAEA. ISEI is also currently
engaged in work carried out at the

request of external customers.

A. INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES

The Instirute carries out research on the reliability and

performance of complex systems; on socio-technical

systems and risk management; on expert systems; on

parallel computing; on data bases; and it operates a

major computer and network facility. Areas of ex-

pertise include: aviation safety, human factors, non-

nuclear energies, firsion, fissile materials safeguard,

industrial safety, environmental risk assessment and

emergency planning.

INsrIrurloNAL REsBencn Acrrvlrtns

Within the Environment and Climate programme'

ISEI contributed to srudies on:

ng "Global Change": an on-line information service

called "European Wide Service Exchange" (EWSE)

was developed for the Centre for Earth Observation

(CEO). Other contributions include software engi-

neering, user interface, quality assurance, satellite

image compression techniques and network support.

A pilot srudy related to a specific decision maker and

the availability of data through EWSE was carried

out.

r} The "Integrated Assessment of Environmental

Qrality" approach: aims to provide decision makers

with alternative options for action, via a synthesis of
information and understandins from a wide range of

sources and perspectives. A set of crite-
ria for "good practice" in the field is now

being developed.

EURIiKA-ADAGE

ADAGE is a EUREKA proiecr between

Frruch and Portuguese c|mp&niet and

the.TRC-ISEI. T'be aim of rbe project

is ro deuelop a decision-support s1fi(m

for inteyated enaironmental manage-

ment. Its principal ohjectiae is to proaide a

thorough assessm€nt of alternatiae decisions related to enai-

ronmental motters. The main features of the praject are; the

deaelopment of a disn'ibuted information. iltfiem netuorking

aarious slurces of information repre.rertted hit tbe stakeholders

concerned with the decision process; tbe integration and fusion
of dffirent Upes of iffirnation; rhe integ'ation of diverse

p erspectia es in c luding enu irornnental constraints, so c io -eco -

nomicalfactors and technical issues; a highfu interactiae slstem

for infornation updating and naaigttion, as well as scenario

testing. The proiect is scheduled laer a three-jtear period.

g "Innovative Environmental Technologies": the ap-

plication of decision support systems has been re-

fined and a promising new method based on object-

oriented programming has been implemented,

which will also be of use in ongoing work for exter-

nal clients. ISEI joined the EUREKA proiect'AD-
AGE", which aims to develop a decision support sys-

tem for comprehensive environmental management

via the thorough assessment of alternative decisions'

Within the Non-Nuclear Energy programme, the fol-
lowing activities were performed:

* Photovoltaic: using a climatically controlled solar

simulator. irradiation was carried out at various tem-
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Composite laminate with enbedded sensingopticalfbret: scbematic of the experimental set-up with the optic and electronic sjtstem.

peratures to srudy the effects of light-induced de-
gradation on amorphous silicon modules. Results
have been leading to a revision of the CEC ESTI 7or
specification. An analysis of the spread in the char-
acterisation results for World Photovoltaic Scale
samples (WPVS) has also been performed.

Within the Nuclear Fission Safety programme, work
was carried out on:

r! Nuclear fission safety and reactor safety: a bench-
mark exercise has been launched on experr,udgment
in probabilistic safety assessment (PSA), level z. A
questionnaire has been distributed to a network of
more than 5o European institutions (research labora-
tories, regulators, industries, etc.). The first phase,

parameter estimation, also involves the Instirute for
Safety Technology (IST), whose facility FARO has

been adopted as a reference experiment.

SA,IART COMPO SITE MATERIALS

The use of fbre optics in. transducer sjtstems for me&surement

of pbjsical pa,rameterc has recentll attracted much interest.

Thepossibilitjt of enbeddingoptical transducers into new com-

posite materials ltas boosted re.rearch in thefeld of smart mete-

nals which allow real time structural monitoringfron inside

the structure ircelf In continuoas fbre composites materials, the

przper pzsitioning of the reinforcement allous the material to
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host opticalfbres without an increase of the notchfactor. Along

this line of research, a smav"t composite material laminate was

produced at ISEI (t+ pb g,aphirelepoxjt beam and Michelson

based fbre optic strain trarusducers embedded in it) and tested.

Both static and djtnamic tests were perfonned and results

compared to theoretical predictions and to strain aalues mea-

sured bjt conztentional strain gauges honded to t/te extental sur-

face of the laminate; tbe correspondence was aery gnod, partic-
ularljt iru tbe dlnantic rerpzn.re. Results supplied fu the embed-

ded sensingruet of fbres confrrned its diagnostic capaltiliry,tan,d

allowed the planningof future researcb steps.

& Several types of activity have been carried-out with-
in the research on Nuclear Safeguards. The activities
on remote verification and surveillance included:
distributed surveillance systems based on smarr dig-
ital cameras and industrial field bus; remore control
of a robotic arm for simple manipulation tasks; and
the application of new compact laser range finders.
In the field of international remote monitoring sys-
tems, various methods for digital image compression
and encryption over public communications net-
works were tested.

The LaSCo (Laboratory for Surveillance and Con-
tainment) has been equipped with testing equipment
for electromagnetic srudies, to check the compliance
of instruments with the new European lesislation in
this area.
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The SILab (Seals and Identification Techniques La-

boratory) has successfully helped dei.'elop specific

ultrasonic boards and software to be used in the next

generation of ultrasonic sealing systems at JRC
Ispra.

A design study was performed in collaboration with
ITU for the establishment at Obninsk of the "Rus-

sian Methodological and Training Centre" in the

field of nuclear safeguards. This study has led to the

conclusion of a TACIS contract.

.3. Research activities related to Controlled Thermo-

nuclear Fusion have been focused on ITER (Inter-
national Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) as

follows:

Remote handling: computer simulation and tests on

the ROBERTINO facility of the maintenance by

remote operation of the blanket components placed

inside the reactor have been completed.

Safety srudies: the mechanical integrity of the vacu-

um vessel of the reactor and blanket components

under plasma disruptions has been investigated.

Thermal transient analyses after a reactor accident

have been pursued.

lNsrtlultoNAI- S uppo nr Ac:rtl''ltlEs

* For the Commission Secretariat General, scientific

and technical proiects were completed in support of
UCLAE, the Commission antifraud service: a snrdy

of UCLAF's customers and the services they re-

quire; a requirement study of the investigative pro-

cess; an inventory of information resources; and an

exploratory data analysis of fraud case data. New

projects are under way: a feasibility study for IRENE

9y (the integrated information management system

of the UCLAF); pattern recognition in databases of
fraud cases; estimating the rates of commission vs

detection/communication of fraud; harmonising

fraud case information flows across all sectors.

* Support to DG III (Industry) included a contribu-

tion to the Information and Communications Tech-

nologies programme through R&D proiects, indus-

trial workshops, seminars and conferences (SAFE-

COMP e5).

* Support to DG VI (Agriculture): research, develop-

ment of neu,'methods and performance tests were

carried out for the identification of animals b1'

means of tags and their measurement systems, in the

framework of a maior (antifraud) European animal

tagging project.

* Support to DG XI (Environment): the memorandum

of understanding for the creation of the Maior

Accident Hazard Bureau in support of the "Seveso"

Directive has been implemented. This Bureau,

linked mainly to DG XI and subsequently to nation-

al authorities and industry, operates a Major Acci-

dent Reporting System (MARS) and a Community

Documentation Centre for Industrial Risk (CDCIR).

In 1995 the Bureau dealt with the production of re-

ports on lessons learned from accidents notified to

the Commission, with distribution of a data base on

accidents as well as with coordination of technical

groups on safety reports and management systems.

The Bureau also organised a seminar on the imple-

mentation of the Seveso Directive,'Accident Scen-

arios and Emergency Response".

In the field of safe applications of biotechnology, a

high level E,U-US meeting took place inJune, deal-

ing with field tests of genetically modified organ-

isms.

'|. In support of the Nuclear Safety Unit of DG XI, a

first version of the European earthquake catalogue

has been prepared and its further development is

under consideration.

* Support provided to the EURATOM Safeguards

Directorate, DG XVII (Energy):ISEI contributed to

the fulfilment of Treaty requirements in the follow-

ing areas: sealing and identification techniques' sur-

r.eillance techniques, testing of safeguards equip-

ments, data and information treatment, health phys-

ics and training. A new system for the automatic

reviewing of recorded surveillance images has been

developed. A remote monitoring link between the

JRC Ispra and the EUR,{TOM Safeguards Dir-
ectorate in Luxembourg has been installed. A contri-

bution to long-term energy scenarios, including the

evolution of the nuclear energy industry, has been

considered.

* Technical support is provided to the EURATOM
Safeguards Directorate and IAEA for the procure-

ment and measurement of several hundred ultrasonic

sealing bolts, installed on spent fuel transport and stor-

age containers at a European fuel reprocessing plant.
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B. COMPETITIVE ACTIVITIES

Ssenno-Cosr AcrroNs

ISEI has been selected for 17 projects under the follow-
ing lines: 'Advanced Communication Technologies &
Services" (ACTS); "Environment and Climate"; "In-
dustrial and Materials Technologies" (BRITE-EU-
RAM III); "Non-Nuclear Energy" $OULE R&D);
"Nuclear Fission Safety"; "Technology Validation and
Technology Transfer"; "Telematics"; "Training and
Mobility of Researchers" (TMR).

Coupnrrrrvn Supponr
ron CorvrlruNITy Polrcrns

ISEI has been selected for 36 projects launched by vari-
ous DGs, namely: three projects from the Secretariat
General, Antifraud Unit; three from DG III-F on High
Performance Computering Networks; two from DG XI
onEnvironmental problems;iwelve from DG XIII-D on
Technology transfer; thirteen from DG XVII on solar
and rational use of energy;three from EUROSTAT on
neural networks and other applications ro statisrical
problems. The effective work will begin early in1996.

Wonr ron Tsrno PaRrrns

Four instirutes from theJRC (ISEI, fST, IRSA and EI)
are taking part, together with 79 departments from the
universities of Catania, Messina and Palermo, in a vast
regional development project for Sicily which started
in December rgg4.ISEI was granted the general man-
agement and technical leadership of the project. A first
six months report has been senr inJuly ryg j to the Sicily
Region, and the second one is in preparation. Results

have been achieved in all major sub-projects. They deal

with: a decision support system for water supply man-
agement; winter and summer campaigns for NOz mon-
itoring with 3oo detectors in Catania, Messina and

Palermo; a mobile unit to measure pollution and the
erosion of the soil; safety and reliability of chemical
and petrochemical installations; optical inspection
methods for an historic building in Palermo with 3-D
representation and structural analysis; sampling the
Sicilian population for an analysis of trace elements in
human body tissues.

Three new contracts have been established on risk
analysis and information to the public. A project ro ana-
lyse the causes and consequences of stress at work in air
traffic control has been carried our for the Consiglio
Nazionale delle Ricerche (Italy).

The European Solar Test installation has landed ro
new contracts, 8 for photovoltaic module qualification
testing and z for reference device calibrations.

In a contract with PNC Japan (Power Reactor and
Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation), good results
have been obtained with new ultrasonic identification
equipment and associated compact instruments, for
among other things, the sealing of plutonium rransport
containers at the PNC facilitv at Tokai Mura.

Orsnn Coupnrrrrvn AcrrvrrrEs

Portable equipment has been provided to IAEA for vol-
ume/mass determination in large tanks in bulk hand-
ling facilities.

A design srudy is being performed for the establish-
ment at Obninsk of the Russian Methodological and
Training Centre, in the field of nuclear safeguards. It
has led to the conclusion of a TACIS contract.

Two 1994 actions in the Copernicus programme have
started.
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EI research contributed to the Framework programme
lines "Environment and Climare" and "Life Sciences
and Technologies". The emphasis of EI's research was
on global change, e.g. biogenic emissions and aerosols,
and on the management of soil and groundwater pollu-
tion sources, together with contributions in the field of
the working environment, such as indoor air quality
and trace metals impact on human health in the EU.

A large part of the Instirute's work has been devoted
to support activities for Community policies: environ-
mental policies, the agriculrural policy, quality control
of medicinal products and quality control of foodstuffs.

A. INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES

The Environmenr Instirute is actively involved in the
research programmes "Environment and Climate" and
"Life Sciences and Technologies". The respective pro-
portions of R&D activities vs. support for the Com-
mission's sectoral policies are approximately 3o and 7o
percent.

INsrlrurroNAL RBsnencs Acrlvrrrrs

{. "Climate Change": Understanding the formation of
tropospheric ozone (an imporranr greenhouse gas)
and its impact on armospheric pollution is of major
importance for the Mediterranean region. The BE-
MA project (Biogenic Emissions in the Mediterran-
ean Area) intends to assess the role of plant biogenic
emissions in that area and is being developed at EI, in
collaboration with 17 European laboratories, under
JRC coordination. Two major research campaigns
were led in ry95, focused on citrus fields near Va-
lencia (Spain) and on the natural vegetation near
Montpellier (France). EI participated also in the
EUPHORE project to build and exploit a large out-
door photochemical reacror, completed in 1995 at
CEAM (Centro de Esrudios Ambientales del Medi-
terr6neo) in Valencia, Spain.

The role of natural and anthropogenic aerosols in
the mitigation of the greenhouse effect was investi-
gated, both in the field and on models. Field srudies
involved characterising the aerosol pollution drifting
from the European continent, in preparation for the

rg97 campaign of the
ACE-z (Aerosol Charac-
terisation Experiment-z),
in which over 40 European
and US laboratories will par-
ticipate.

Laboratory experiments were also begun, to investi-
gate isotopic effects on the uptake by soils of me-
thane, a greenhouse gas. Analytical techniques and
sampling devices are also being developed for field
measuremenrs on NZO andCH4.

AEROSOLS AND CLrN,lA'f E PROJTICI-

The Prol'ect sims at urudcrstunding tbe chemical and phjtsical
processes leadingto aerosols in botb the clean and antbropogeni-
calfu influenced marina enaironmerlt. T'hcse aerosols ru"e

tbougbt to haae an irnportant efrict on the Earth's radiatiae ltal-
ance and climate. The prog"amme cornbines modelling, feld
work and laboratorjt .rtudies, in collaboration wit/t otber Euro-
pean and international research teams_

Most aerosols efectivell .rcatter .ran ligltt back into spacc,

leadingto a coolingof the Eartb. A study has been undertaken
inro the role of black carbon (BC) aerosoh in the global radia-
tiae balance. Blacfr carbon is the main ligltt-absorbing aerosol
arud zuould thus enhance green/touse warming. BC is rnainljt
enined byfossilfuel burningand bjt biomass burning.

A ma1'or aspect of t/te Prolect is tlte studj of aerosol d1nam-
ics of sulfute aerosols, i.e. the studjt of Jbrnation and growth
prncess€s t/tat determine tbe .rize distribution of t/tese aera.rols.

The basic mecbanisms of aerosol frtrmatiun urc studied irt
tbe laboratorjt. A facility, unique in Europe, has been buitt in
which SO2 is pltotochemicalljt transformed into sulfuric acid,

wbicb subsequentljtnucleates and grous taform a sulfrte aentsol.

.l "Pollution": Work on the management of soil and
groundwater pollution sources was scaled up to in-
clude catchment areas. The evaluation of several
alternative land use management strategies should
allow the identification of critical subareas in an
agricultural ecosystem.

The MITO project aims, inter alia, to monitor algal
blooms in the Mediterranean sea. The performance of
fast, easy-to-use flow cytometers was tested in order
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to detect, enumerate and characterise phytoplancton

populations at the cellular level. This will lead to a

ieal-time monitoring system which quantifies the

algal species responsible for red and green tides'

Test materials were prepared (AQUACON proiect)

for laboratory performance tests for waste (sewage

sludge) and soil analysis, waste water analysis and the

determination of metals in surface waters.

The European Collaborative Action (ECA) on "In-

door Air Qrality and its Impact on Man" now

involves I5 countries, and EI participates in its man-

agement and scientific secretariat' Research activi-

ties have included experiments on human exposure

to volatile organic compounds (VOCs), for the first

time in a 3o m3 test chamber (Indoortron). A study of

the impact of ad-ldesorption phenomena, and the

scaling up of small to large test chamber experi-

ments have also been carried out.

AUTOMATIC ME,AS UREMENT
OF POLLUTANTS

The continunus a.utlmatic meaturement of pollutants is aerit

inportantfor twT rea.shns: in order tofollow concentration aari-

ations oaer certain tirne periods, and in order to understand

particularpltenomena, such as the identifcation of the source of

the actual pollutant(s). Until recentljt no instrument existed

with such erx aut0m6'tic capabilitjt t0 measure, for exanpla

formaltlehjtde, a aerS harnful and widespread pollutant used
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widefu in industry. The gp bas now beenflled ar the Enairon-

mrnt lrrtitute, wltere a dnice for the automatic sampling and

analjtsis of fornatdehitde, heaaier aldehitdes and ketones, has

been set up. This instrumerut ca.n hp€ra.te anattended for one

week, carrjtingout samplingand analjtsis of anbient air eaerJ

ry mimutes. A aerjt interestingfeature of thit instrument is tbat

it can be used for the monitoringof dtferent pollutantt. Negui-

ati ow a re u n d enn ajt w i t h a c o mp anl fo r t h e c o m rn erc i a I p ro d u c -

tion of the monitor, which has receiued much anentizn at rw|

exhibirions; HELECO'gS in Athens and RICH'95 in Milan'

Establishingbaseline values fortrace metals in human

body tissues for clinical, epidemiological and toxico-

logical assessment srudies, and studying the impact of

,ru...n.,rls on the health of EU human populations

in their living/working environment' are the obiec-

tives of the EURO TERVIHT proiect' Prenormative

research was carried out on exposure impact on

health. Attempts were made to further understand

the biochemical mechanisms of trace metal toxicity

at low exposure' by identifying critical organs and

molecular targets, with emphasis on the potential

impact on cardiovascular, immunological and repro-

ductive systems, which might showup later in life'

INsrlru'rIoNAL Supponr AcrrvtrtEs

In ry95, EI has been involved in issues of concern to

Directorate General XI (Environment)' DG III (Indus-

try), DG VI (Agriculture) and DG XXIV (Consumer

Policy), and has organised a large number of relevant

meetings, workshops and task forces.

The European Reference Laboratory for Air Pollu-

tion (ERLAP) has been particularly active in the har-

monisation of current EU directives on air pollution,

organising Qrality Assurance Control programmes

and developing and validating new monitoring tech-

niques. Activities included freld intercomparison

("round robin") exercises, as well as the development

and validation of diffirsive sampling techniques for

measuring benzene and ozone in the air.

ETEX, the European Tracer Experiment, aims at

selecting atmospheric models able to forecast the evo-

lution of a pollutant cloud in real time. Several thou-

sand previously collected air samples were analysed at

EI via a special chromatographic technique' Results

show that only a few diffirsion models, even when cou-

pled with meteorological models, are accurate enough

to describe the pollutant cloud's evolution. ETEX was

co-sponsored by the EC, the World Meteorological Or-

ganizarion(WMo) and the International Atomic Ener-

gy Agency (IAEA).



Partial aiew of tbe uertical laminarf,ow re&ctlr (bonom).

Facilirl to studjt tbeformation and the properties of
s u bmi cron a ero s o I parti c les.

The European Chemicals Bureau (ECB) has become

fully operative 9 months ahead of schedule. It is now
handling all the technical and scientific tasks required
of the Commission for the notification of new chemi-
cals in the areas of "Classification and Labelling",
"Testing Methods", "Risk Assessment of Existing
Chemicals" and "Export/import of Certain Danger-
ous Chemicals" (Directives 6Tl5aBIEEC and gzllzl
EEC; Council Regulations (EEC) z+Sjlgz and (EEC)

lglly).A second phase of data collection for the
Council Regulation on the Risk Assessment of Existing
Chemicals was concluded, data was transmitted to
competent authorities in the Member States, and a

public version of IUCLID (International Uniform
Chemicals Database) (excluding confidential data

files), was made available on CD-ROM to the industry
and general public.

The European Centre for the Validation of Al-
ternative Testing Methods (ECVAM), inaugurated in
October 1994, has defined its priority criteria with its
advisory Committee. Studies have been launched on
the pre-validation of non-animal testing protocols,
vaccine potency and safety testing, and integrated al-
ternative approaches in toxicity testing, focusing on
metabolism-mediated toxicity and on in vitro tests for
teratogenicity in blood-forming tissues.

The feasibility of collaboration with the European
Environment Agency's Topic Centres on Air Qrality
(RIVM, NL) and on Inland Waters (Water Research

Centre, UK) has been explored, preliminary activities
(mainly on Air Qrality Monitoring, Alpine Observat-
ory, Inland Waters, Contaminated Sites and Mobile
Laboratories) having been carried out.

A European Technical Office for Medicinal Prod-
ucts was established at EI after a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding was signed between the European Agency

THE ENVIRONMENT INSTITUTE

for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products and theJoint
Research Centre. This office is now called the ETO-
MEP Unit of the Environment Instirute of the JRC,
and is dedicated to the development of technical sys-

tems necessary for the implementation of European
Union legislation on medicinal products.

Other work carried out by EI included analytical
work related to wine, food and cosmetics, and prepara-
tory work in support of the Ecological Directive for
surface bodies of water.

B. COMPETITIVE ACTIVITIES

Ssnnpo-Cosr AcrroNs

22 proposals have been accepted so far. The majority of
these concern the Environment and Climate Pro-
gramme, covering a wide range of activities closely
related to the ongoing JRC Research Programme.
However, projects within the Standard, Measurement
and Testing, the Telematics Applications and the
Nuclear Fission Safety programmes have been ap-

proved as well.

Coupnrrrrvn Supponr
ron CounuNrrY PorrcrEs

EI has answered calls for tender issued by several DGs
of the Commission, and u proposals have been selected

for funding, which may reasonably be expected to start
early in 1996. The topics covered include:

op prenormative research, standardised as well as special

analytical methods for foodsruffs analysis (DG III);
.! information and communication systems within the

framework of the European Medicinal Evaluation
Agency (DG IrI);

g development of analytical methodologies for dairy
products (DG VI);

{. support to CORDIS information system (DG XIII);
.-i analytical procedures for custom control of special

products, and for products classified according to
their chemical composition (for DG XXI).

Wonr ron TnInn Penrrrs

A series of activities has been performed, mainly to
provide local and regional authorities with appropriate
tools for the management of surface bodies of water,

toxic waste pollution problems and air pollution moni-
toring techniques.
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The IRSA performs
research activities

on applications
of remote sens-

ins and contributed
to the Framervork Pro-

gramme line "Environment and Cli-
mate" with its specific activities on the Centre

for Earth Observation (CEO), remote sensing tech-

niques and monitoring and advanced Earth observa-

tion techniques.

Through the use of satellite Earth observation data

it also provides important scientific support for agricul-
rural statistics.

A. INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES

[Ns'rtrurIoNAL RnsnRncn AcrIvt'rtEs

One of IRSAs important R&D lields is the exploitation
of satellite data for the mapping of land cover and land

degradation in Europe and in the world, and for the

monitoring of bush and forest fires, under the research

programme "Environment and Climate". IRSA is also

developing and validating capabilities for remote de-
tection, e.g., of oil slicks or antipersonnel landmines.

The Centre for Earth Observation (CEO) project
completed its "pathfinder phase" in r99y. Throughout
the year the project ran a number of studies and work-
shops aimed at defining a final CEO concept and at

establishing a design and implementation plan for the
coming years. This involved in-house research and

consultation with present and future Earth observation
data users and service providers throughout the Euro-
pean Union (EU) and the European Economic Area
(EEA). The CEO project worked in close collaboration
with a Pathfinder Phase steering committee, consisting
of experts from all EU and EEA countries, nominated
by the Board of Governors. The work was done in
cooperation with European and global partners, in-
cluding the European Space Agency (ESA), EUMET-
SAt the European Environment Agency (EEA), the
United States'NASA and National Oceanographic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the Na-
tional Space Development Agency (NASDA) of Japan.
The concept should include the promotion of access to

Earth observation data and services to scientific, com-

mercial and governmental customers.

Monitoring the state and evolution of terrestrial
vegetation cover involved the creation of vegetation

maps, which indicate both land cover change and func-
tional vegetation parameters, such as seasonality or fire

on a continental and, ultimately, global scale.

FOREST INFORMATION SYSTEN{

rggJ sfl.w the completion of the Forest Informatiort from Remote

Sensing (FIRS) pnolettt Planning Phase in cooperation witlt

consortia of organisations from France, Germanjt, Sweden, tbe

Czech Republic, Russia, Poland, Spain, Ireland and Firuland.

The wa1'or ob1'ective of the project is to contribute to tbe

dnelopmentof a Unifed European Forest Information Slstem,

prov i d i n g b o th pro d u cti on relate d an d ena iron m enta I fore st i n -

formation. In rygS the prol'ect deaehped a regionalisation and

fnal stratifcation of European for"est eclqlstems and fnalised
the unifed Eurzpean Forest Nomenclature SJstem.

Using a ten year archive of satellite images, land cover

maps and daily fire counts were prepared for Africa,
and the same work has begun for South-East Asia.

Portable stations receiving satellite data were also used

in Central Africa and Madagascar to map and monitor
bushfires, as part of local and regional environmental
management programmes. Data obtained from instru-
ments on the European remote sensing satellites ERS-r

and ERS-z are being evaluated as aids to detection of
fire scars and to measurement of burned areas. A data-

base describing the entire tropical forest belt was inter-
faced with remote sensing data to provide the Tropical
Forest Information System, which will be produced as

an interactive CD-ROM for general dissemination.
The mapping of land degradation linked to fire, soil

erosion and land use changes in the Mediterranean
Member States of the EU, and the monitoring of for-
ests on a pan-European scale under the FIRS project
(Forest Information from Remote Sensing) were associ-

ated with fundamental research on image understand-
ing techniques, which will facilitate the use of data

from furure European space borne sensors.

The bidirectional reflectance properties of the
Earth's surface have been studied thanks to advanced

models of surface radiation interactions, to help in de-



veloping the next generation of satellite image pro-
cessing algorithms and in exploiting data from future
h i gh performance sensors.

Satellite based observations of sea surface tempera-
tures and ocean colour orrer large areas provided infur-
mation for the study of the marine biosphere. Image
interpretation, data processing and the use of dynamic
models were der.'eloped as means of assessing biomass

production and carbon dioxide exchange b1, phyto-
plankton, ocean thermal dvnamics, and the implica-
tions of both on the global climate system. The use of
llarth observation data archives vnas coupled rvith neu'
approaches to data management and analysis, and to
strategy derrelopment fbr processing data from nerv

Plastic antipersonnel land mines are numerous rn

some heavily populated regions of the rvorld, and detec-
tion of these dangerous objects is a high risk, tet vital,
operation. ln addition to the humanitarian threat, these

objects can be seen as an enl.ironmental threat as their
presence prohibits effectir.e land use in 'contaminated'

sensors. Neural netn'orks and r.,irtual reality svstems

\vere tested as means of extracting information from
future multidimensional data sets.

In the European Airborne Remote Sensing Capab-
ility (EARSEC), tests on sensors and the development
of the S,r'nthetic Aperture Radar geophysical processor

rvere finalised. The validation of EARSEC focused on

developing oil slick detection at sea and ship routing
applications.

Adr.'anced experiments defined by the Europcan
N{icrorvave Signature Laboratoly (EVISL) user group
included in 1995 test series on "-fhc scattering proper-
ties of non-vegetated soils" and "lmaging techniques".

areas. A ,99,; report based on L,N'ISL results evaluated

possible improvements in the capacity to detect dan-

gerous objects manufactured from plastics b), the appli-
cation of remote sensing techniques using, fbr instance,

remote sensing devices on land based vehicles or low

flving remote controlled platfbrms.

Regionalisation and stratrtcailon of European Forest EcosJstemt (Alr'HRR intage region sboun).
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ACTIVITIES OF' 'f HE TRC INSTITUTES IN 1995

Ixs:rIrurtoNAL Supponr Acrrvrrtns

{. Support for the European Environment Agency
(EEA) focused on the creation of EE.ts Land Cover

Topic Centre, in collaboration with various Euro-
pean organisations active in the field of Earth obser-

vation.

{' Support for DG VI (Agriculture) consisted in the

application of remote sensing to agricultural statis-
tics, with the aim of developing and demonstrating
methodologies for integrating remote sensing data

into the collection of statistics for the monitoring of
crop acreage and agricultural production in the EU
(Council Decision g+llSllECNo, Lz99 of zz.ul994).

The Monitoring of Agriculture with Remote Sens-

ing (MARS) proiect includes two components.
Firstly, MARS STAT, involving research on the
development of an advanced agriculrural informa-
tion system which integrates the various methods of
crop production monitoring developed by the
MARS project, the development of techniques for
agricultural production monitoring in non European
Union countries, and the development of new tech-
niques for monitoring Europe's agriculrural land,
using data from the European remote sensing satel-
lites ERS-r and z. Secondly, MARS CAR which deals

with the verification of farmers' land use declara-
tions, as governed by the Common Agricultural
Policy. In 1995 MARS CAP devolved to individual
Member States. For MARS STAT, IRSA provided
both technical support and a research programme,
and for MARS CAP, technical support centred on
qualiry control, and training and assistance for
Member States' personnel and national companies.

B. COMPETITIVE ACTIVITIES

SHenEo-Cosr AcrIoNs

IRSA submitted 40 proposals, together with national
partners, on a range of specific scientific subjects, of
which ro have been accepted. A proposal on imaging
spectroscopy was also made, under the programme

Training and Mobility of Researchers. If it is success-

fuI, IRSA will host 20 post-doctoral researchers over

the next three years.

Coupnrrrrvn SuppoRr
pon ColruuNITY Poltctrs

IRSA answered calls for tender issued by several DGs

of the Commission. Proposals were accepted in a num-
ber of key areas. For example:

rp application of the MARS project for wine and olive
production modelling (for DG VI);

& an operational tropical forest monitoring pro-
gramme, submitted by the Monitoring of Tropical
Vegetation Unit (for DG XI);

* two joint bids with ISEI dealing with neural network
applications, one to EUROSTAT concerning neural

networks for land use classification, the other to DG
III for the benchmarking of neural network systems.

Wonr Eon Tntnn Penrtls

Five contracts were carried out for customers in
Belgium, France and ltaly, on topics ranging from
microwave measurements to regional environmental
resource inventories and marine pollution monitoring.

Orsrn ConpnrrrrvE AcTIvITIES

A four year multi-country project for rapid environ-
mental and agricultural monitoring and statistics was

accepted by the PHARE programme. Another project,
on the development of systems for crop assessment and

monitoring in Russia, was accepted by TACIS.
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Tnn IwsrITUTtr F'oR

SaFETY TncHb{ot-ocY

Research on Safety Technology, performed at ISt
contributed to the Framework Programme lines "Mea-
surement and Testing", "Environment and Climate",
"Nuclear Fission Safety", and "Controlled Thermo-
nuclear Fusion". The overall mission of IST is to per-
form research contributing to safe civil engineering

strucfi,lres, nuclear reactors, fusion tests as well as relat-
ing to particular problems of the chemical industries

and power utilities.
The Instirute is also engaged in several support activ-

ities related to Community policies in the field of ener-

gy, in the area of Nuclear Safeguards (Euratom Safe-

guards and IAEA).

A. INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITItrS

Under the Nuclear Fission Safety programme the

IST's investigations deal essentially with defining safe

operation conditions for industrial installations and for
research, existing or planned. In particular, the Nuclear
Safety and Safeguards programme covers a major part
of IST's activity. Major support is provided to the Eur-
atom Safeguards Directorate of DG XVII and of DG I
for the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
IST's support activity is generally closely blended with
instirutional research.

IrvsrrrurloNAL REsr.,qncH Acrtvtrtns

New results were obtained from an important corium
melt experiment on melt quenching in the TERMOS
test vessel. The experiment simulated an in-vessel situ-

ation during a severe accident.

The first version of the COMETA code for calculat-
ing fuel/coolant interactions is now completed and is

used for routine pre- and post-test calculations of the

FARO tests. External users include IKE, ENEA, and

the University of Wisconsin. IKE introduced the fuel
breakup model into the code.

The experimental programme on the STORM facil-

ity started inJune 1995. The advanced instrumentation
for characterising aerosols was validated. The thermo-
hydraulic behaviour in the mixing vessel and the depo-

sition in pipes of Sn-aerosols under varying thermohy-
draulic conditions were tested (four tests with pre-cal-
culations, analysis, and post-tests calculations). The

documentation of these

tests is nearly com-

plete. The 4th and

tth meetings
of the interna-
tional STORM user

group were held in March and Decem-

ber. Five sets of aerosol problems are proposed as

benchmarks for codes currently used for modelling
thermohydraulics and aerosol physics in nuclear plants.

Large discrepancies have been highlighted in the re-

sults for rurbulent aerosol deposition and resuspension

as calculated by various codes. To improve and assess

these mathematical models, reliable measured data are

needed for comparison purposes.

Work in support of Phebus FP was jointly per-
formed by a team of IST analysts and on-site staff at

CEA Cadarache (F), to interpret the wealth of on-line
and post-test measurements available from a first test

(late 1993) with lightly irradiated fuel, and to prepare for

the next test with irradiated fuel. The first test yielded

some unexpected results, such as the advanced state of
degradation of the fuel rods, the low deposition in the

experimental circuit, and the persistence of gaseous

radioactive iodine in the containment vessel.

New and updated models were added to the ESTER

(European Source Term Research Code) system. A

neq extended version of ESTER was formally re-

leased at a User Group meeting in October. An exten-

sive validation was carried out with the User Group.

Non destructive testing instruments are being devel-

oped: a new PIN monitor now used in Mol (Belgium); a

scanner for MTR fuel plate inspection at Romans sur

Isdre (France); a new gamma detection device to con-

trol fuel elements stored under water; and a new Plu-

tonium scrap monitor. An unattended system for safe-

guarding low enriched U installations includes specific

software and a novel neutron collar.

Under the Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion pro-

gramme, IST participated to the world-wide develop-

ment of fusion technology focused on the design of the

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

(ITER). The overall system testing for the ETHEL tri-
tium safety laboratory was completed. The various lab-

oratory systems were tested and the necessary docu-

mentation prepared to carry out the necessary cold

commissioning phase prior to nuclear tests with tri-
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,\C-I'IVI]'IES OIT THE TRC INSTITU'IES IN 1995

tium. The Fifth Topical Meeting on Tritium Tech-
nology was hosted and the proceedings were published
in the Fusion TechnologyJournal.

R&D activity focused on fusion materials, waste

studies, tritium control approaches and new measure-
ment techniques. IST hosted a number of experiments
on tritium, e.g. on the behaviour of inbuilding charac-
teristics, the reduction of tritiated water on regenera-
ble hot iron beds, and the performance of a tritium gas

monitor based on scintillation principles. Within
ETHEL, work continued on: characterising tritium
recycling and outgassing from potential first wall mate-
rials under fusion reactor conditions; studying large
scale gaseous detritiation techniques; and measuring the
performance of various permeation barriers. An exper-
imental plant for detritiating and conditioning acriv-
atedf tritiated solid fusion wastes is being assembled.

Work under the Measurements and Testing pro-
gramme concentrated on assessing the reliability of
strucrures. Major pseudodynamic tests were performed
in the ELSA facility on a large composite steel/con-
crete frame under conditions simulating severe earth-
quakes, in support of the validation and further im-
provement of Eurocode 8 (which applies to the design
of civil engineering strucnrres in seismic areas) and
Eurocode 4. The dynamic properties of materials and
critical structural components were studied in the
LDTF facility, mainly in collaboration with industry.

Tools were developed to simulate the seismic behav-
ior of complete civil engineering srrucrures. Signific-
ant progress was made in model prediction and com-
parison with experimental results, on rhe behaviour of
masonry infills, and of reinforced concrete beam-to-
column joints. A full documentation set (manuals and
model description reports) has been completed for
PLEXIS-3C, a large computer code for transient dy-
namic analysis of general 3D coupled fluid-strucrure sys-

tems, developed in collaboration with CEA (France).
Facilities and calculation tools for industrial reliabil-

ity research within the Environment and Climare pro-
gramme became fully operational. The FIRES facility
was used for, amongst other things, complex polymer-
ization tests as a service to the chemical industry.
Control system development was supported and exper-
imentally verified, in collaborarion with TU Stuttgart
(Germany), to demonstrate Kalman filter based control
and for the application of neural network control algo-
rithms. Venting tests were performed in the COLUM-
BUS facility to simulate horizontal vessel discharge and
situations in heat exchangers. The DRACULA facility
produced reference data for the design of emergency
pressure relief systems in large plants.

t6

The first commercial version of the RELIEF code

for emergency pressure relief design was completed,
including industrial verification. It combines complex
modelling with extreme user friendliness. In an appli-
cation test, a plant manager was able to install the soft-
ware on his PC and to simulate r,.arious venting scenar-

ios for his plant in less than two hours.

The advanced simulation software for detonatronf
deflagration modeling, REACFLOW was released in a

zD version. New software modelling of two-phase flow
and for the dispersion of heavy gas releases was firrther
developed.

INsrrrurroN;\L Supponr Acrrvlrrns

In the way of support activities for the harmonisation
of in-service nuclear safeguards inspection practices,
training courses were given in PERLA to safeguards
inspectors, including Russian inspectors and operators
and industrial experts, and in-field support was given to
safeguards inspectors during physical inr.entory
verifications (PIV). State of the art equipment and ref-
erence analyses of nuclear materials samples were also

provided. Non destructive assays were also performed.

B. COMPETITIVE ACTIVITIES

Suenrio-Cosl Acrroxs

rB out of 5z proposals were successful. -fhey refer to the
BRITE programme, the Environment and Climate
programme, the ESPRIT HPCN programme, the
Nuclear Fission Safety programme and the Techno-
logy Transfer programme. ELSA, the European Labor-
atory for Strucrural Assessment, has been recognised as

a Large-Scale Facility for European users within the
Training and Mobility of Researchers programme. A
research network of rz European organisations has

been approved for research in support of Eurocode 8.

ColrpErrrrvn Supponr
roR CouuuNrrY Polrcrris

IST has answered calls for tender from several Dir-
ectorates-General. Some proposals are at an advanced
stage of discussion, in particula! supporr for the devel-
opment of Eurocode 8 for DG III.
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View of tlte trARO Installation and of corium debris in the melt catcber.

\\'onK rroR Tsrno Prnrrl;s

Work was requested from ISl' by various industries,
authorities and associations. Developments include
sirnulation of the response of plain and reinforced
concrete structures to impulsive loading. N{ajor con-
tracts rvere also signed rvith the USNRC, for severe
accident studies with FARO, and with the Portuguese
General Directorate fbr Nlonuments (DGEN,{N) for an

experimental investigation of the strucrural reliability
of the monasterv Slo Vicente de Fora in Lisbon.

l.-ARO

'l'hc ltig/t-pres:'urc melt quencbingrcsr scrie.s in F,'1R0, using up

ro r-ro kgmoltur crtrium, u)il.e sltcc(.t.(itlfu cortcluded in r99y.

I m 1to rta n t res u /tt r.u cn: o b ta i u e d c on c au i n g I' u eI - C oo /ttrt t ir t

Ir'tteractiort.r iu .rcxerr: srcident scenarios fbr Lig/tt lLhter Re-

affors. In ltarticulur;
,1// resrs s'/tou;t:r/ consirlcruble ntelt brcokup oad q ueu.ching in

uotct . ,IIruu tlebri.r sizt: rang:1t.f7'6n1 j.f r0.r mnt. 'l.his tltous thc

lrht'is bcd should hc coolsblc hy untn".

Enrll thernml lrtrrd ro dchri.r collecriug.rtructurcs u:a.r Jound
ro he mild.

Stcnrn ex\lo.riort.r did rtot otcur.

Sizeable marketing efforts focused on advancing new
competitive activities and promoting the results
achieved on industrial reliability.

IST activities were displayed at three exhibitions:the
Loss Prevention Symposium in Antu'erp, INCHEM 95
in Tokyo, and RICH in NIilan. Initial sales and third
party contracts point to a successful and positive trend
for the firture.
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Tnn IxsrITurE FoR PnosPEcrlvtr
TE,C}INOLO GICAL S TUDIE,S

The role of IPTS is to be constantly aware of all rele-

vant, significant and outstanding scientific and techno-

logical events and trends in Europe, particularly those

that call for action at EU level. The Institute contrib-

uted to the Framework Programme line "Targeted

Socio-Economic Research". The essential tasks of
IPTS are: to harvest available information; to analyse,

process and integrate it impartially; and to identify
clear trends or calls for action for decision makers.

The main current tasks at IPTS are setting up the

European Science and Technology Observatory (ES-

TO), and carrying out technological prospective studies'

A. INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITItrS

IPTS moved to Seville in ry94 and under the Targeted

Socio-Economic Research line of the Fourth Frame-

work Programme was given a reinforced objective and

corresponding human and linancial resources. A large

part of 1995 has thus been devoted to the preparation of
an operational work plan. The general purpose is to
harvest available contributions from experts, consul-

tants, research organisations and institutes in the NIem-

ber States where possible, also in third countries, to be

able rapidly to analyse, process and integrate them

impartially and in depth and, even more importantly, to

distil clear trends or calls for action in a form usable by

decision-makers.
Although IPTS's activities and resources are formal-

ly broken into specific research on the one hand, and

support of EU policies on the other, all projects address

directly or indirectly the public need for knowledge

and understanding. Unavoidably, the distinction be-

tween the two types of activities may be somewhat

blurred.

Ixsr:rrurtoNAL RESnlncH AcrtvtrlEs

The Observatory at IPTS forms an integral part of the

Institute's work and is currently focused on selected

fields, but a network of similar organisations operating
at national level is being setup to extend its range and to

satisfy the much broader firnction of a truly European

Science and Technology Observatory. All interested

partners share the responsibility of carrying out a

"technology watch" as a joint venftlre. The technology

a8

watch firnction has been designed to support decision

making and is complemented by specific in-depth

prospective analyses aimed at shedding light on the

interface between scientific & technical aspects, on the

one hand, the economy & society, on the other.

Since employment is one of the major Preoccupa-
tions of EU institutions and society, the driving force

behind all of IPTS' activities is the compound notion

"Technology-C ompetitiveness-Employment" (TCE)'
In ryg5, IPTS undertook prospective studies on

specific subjects related either to a technology (e.g.

biotechnology), a field (e.g. individual mobility) or a

cross-cutting issue or asPect. For instance, work rele-

vant to the regional dimension more specifically, the

Mediterranean area was carried out, within the frame-

work of both integrated development and specific sec-

tors (renewable energies, water problems).

IbJsrIrurIoNAL S upponr Acrtvlrtris

Prospective technological studies on materials, chemi-

cal feedstock recycling and energy recovery from muni-
cipal plastics waste, launched rn r9g+ on behalf of DG
Xl (Environment), resulted in four preliminary surveys:

{. current projects on mechanical recycling of munici-
pal plastics waste;

.,i. current legislative activiry in plastics waste management;

.1. current projects on plastics recycling by chemolysis;

.|. current projects on energy recovery from municipal

plastics waste.

Three new families of energy technologies were srud-

ied in 1995 and joined the series of prospective analyses

launched rn r9g4 for DG XVII (Energy): photovoltaics,

COz disposal and storage technologies, and COz bio-

logical sequestration.
A new update of the report on Climate Change Re-

search and Policy (Forward Studies Unit and DG XVII)
covers the monitoring and assessment of recent re-

search results on climate sensitivity, with emphasis on

past climate changes and on modelling as well as a syn-

thesis of the results of the Climate Change Con-
vention in Berlin, in t995.



THE INSTITUTE FOR PROSPECTIVIl TIlCHNOLOGICAL S'fUDIES

Two new case studies for the "Business and the

Environment" series have been completed for
the Forward Studies Unit, one on "Waste Minimi-

sation", the other on "Cleaner Technologies in an

SME". This series is designed to give an accurate

measure of some aspects of competitiveness and em-

ployment in companies eager to respond to environ-
mental pressures.

In the context of vnork carried out for DG XVI (Re-

gional Policy), cooperation with the Japanese agency

NISTEP has continued, aimed at comparing the Euro-
pean and Japanese experiences in regional develop-
ment from an RTD policy perspective. This project will
be completed in 1996.

In response to requests from the STOA (Scientific
and Technical Option Assessment) panel of the Euro-
pean Parliament, IPTS has launched the three follow-
ing projects:

.!. "The role of biotechnology in the competitiveness
of the European pharmaceutical industry": Scient-
ific, economic, legal and social considerations are to
be reviewed in comparing the EU position with its

major competitors. The project provides a factual

overview of R&D and innovation efforts in the phar-
maceutical sectoq and a prospective description of
the priorities in research for neu' drugs and the

prospects and expectations for new medical thera-
pies. The expected socio-economic benefits of new

drugs in the context of European health care sys-

tems are analysed.

* "The Car of the Furure, the Future of the Car":

Key issues for future transport systems are linked to
achieving sustainable conditions from an environ-
mental, social and economic point of view. The pro-
ject focuses on technological, social and economic

aspects of issues related to individual mobility. Its
objectives are to develop strategies for solving the

conflict between demand for mass individual mobili-
ty on the one hand, and ecological pressure, safety

problems and congestion on the other hand. Its first
stage concentrates on technological aspects such as

new engine concepts, with focus on zero-emission/
e-cars and the related potential energy storage sys-

tems, light-weight materials, recycling aspects and

telematics for increased road use efficiency. The re-

sults are presented in a set of reports. Socio-eco-

nomic-political aspects are also dealt with, e.g. driver
behaviour/mentality and acceptance problems re-

lated to various technological options.

{. "Multimedia Information Superhighways": The pro-
ject focuses mainly on issues arising from the rapid

development of these technologies and the services

they provide, such as access devices, pricing/ billing
to users, priority systems, interconnection and inter-
operability issues, contents and security concerns,

etc. A first report also deals with the direct and indi-
rect effects on employment: as with most innovative

technologies, a loss of jobs will be felt in the short

term while in the medium/long term, the increased

general economic performance will have positive ef-

fects. This entails recycling the labour force, the

costs of which are, at this stage, difficult to estimate.

Aspects linked to social and individual aspects such

as exclusion or changes in human relations are also

discussed.

B. COMPETITIVE ACTIVITItrS

For the first time IPTS has entered the competitive
market for research contracts. Its proposals relate main-

ly to non-nuclear energy (5 proposals submitted, 3

funded), agro-food, the environment, international co-

operation on water resources, and biomass (for various

Mediterranean programmes managed by DG I B).

Most of the u,'ork will be carried out in 1996.
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